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In This Issue
Now starting its 15th year, the Eye on Psi Chi has been the primary way the Central
Office communicates with its chapters. Because of the recent passing of an amendment
to the Constitution, the office is now free to adapt to more modern modes of delivery.
This summer, chapters got a peek at one new form of digital communication—an online
version of the magazine with dynamic links to the Internet and the Psi Chi website.
In upcoming months, communications will continue to expand to other forms like
HTML e-mail and to multiple platforms including mobile devices.
In order to cover the broad interests of our readers, this issue marks the beginning of
a new series of columns that includes international, career, ethics, and graduate topics.
Did you know it takes 18 to 20 months for international students to apply to graduate
school? Guilia Landi steps us through the process (page 7) in “International Students
Seeking Graduate Study in the U.S.” In Dr. Paul Hettich’s Wisdom From the Workplace
column (page 8), he points out how the failure to communicate effectively could cost
recent graduates their jobs. And if you have good intentions to help people, does that
automatically make you an ethical psychologist? Explore this and other ethical dilemmas
with Dr. Mitch Handelsman in his new column Ethics Matters (page 10). If your next
step is graduate school, be sure to read Dr. Eric Landrum’s column (page 11) on
“Warning: GRE Changes Are Closer Than They Appear.”
This issue’s feature articles touch on a variety of topics from career, research, and chapter
growth. Dr. Kathryn Sanders poses the question, “What does a clinical psychologist
do anyway…beyond head shrinking, mind reading, and Freud?” Peer into the “day in
the life” of a clinical psychologist (page 14) and gain additional insights in “What the
Doctor Ordered: Creating a Career Path in Clinical Psychology That Fits You.” Are
you planning a major research project this year? Drs. Kennison, Jacobs, and Montgomery
explain “What the Student Researcher Needs to Know About Research Ethics” that
will assist you in working with human participants (page 18). Are you looking for
ways to break down the barriers of communication with peers and understand their
preferences and values? Dr. Susan Becker shares her favorite ice-breaker activities in
“Building a Strong Officer Team” that will ensure your chapter gets off to a great start
this semester (page 22).
As you probably discovered, fall semester brings its share of challenges and opportunities.
We hope your interaction with Psi Chi will ease the transition of your final years as an
undergraduate and offer unique opportunities through research, leadership, conventions,
and awards. Throughout the year, you will begin to see many changes in the way the
Central Office interacts with members, but the most critical component to successful
communication lies with you the member. How do you want to interact with the Society
organization? Do you get your information through e-mail, mailing lists, Internet,
social websites or all the above? Are you primarily interested in local, regional, national,
or international segments of the organization? Psi Chi is a lifetime membership. How
would you like to interact with the organization once you have graduated? In a few
weeks, the Central Office will send out a survey link to members asking for input to these
and additional questions. With your help, the Society can find better ways to serve its
membership. Please take the time to get involved and send us your feedback!
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et me first convey to you a heartfelt thank you
for giving me the opportunity to serve you. I
also feel that we collectively owe a debt of gratitude to Alvin Wang, our out-going President. Alvin
has been (and continues to be, as Past-President) an
outstanding leader for Psi Chi, effectively guiding
our society through one of its most complex transitional periods. This period has included the vote for
Psi Chi to become an international organization, as
well as personnel changes and extensive technology
development within the Central Office. (You might
even be reading a new, digital version of the Eye on
Psi Chi right now). Thanks, Alvin, for all your continued hard work and for showing me the ropes.
I consider this one of the most exciting times in
our organization’s distinguished history. This excitement can be captured by an examination of three of
Psi Chi’s primary initiatives for the upcoming year.
First, our Society is already large, and is likely on the
cusp of unprecedented growth as our promotion of
Psi Chi as an international organization continues.
We anticipate the installation of many new chapters
around the globe and will be seeking initial connections with major psychological organizations that
sponsor international conferences.
The Board of Directors also is concentrating
efforts on establishing additional award and grant
opportunities for student members. Particular
attention will be paid to expanding opportunities
across educational levels. This includes fostering
the involvement of graduate students, as well as
improving the strength of Psi Chi connections with
community and junior colleges. Graduate student
members have traditionally overlooked the fact
that Psi Chi can be of further assistance to their
educational goals, and additional awards targeted
at funding graduate-student research or conference
presentation would help address this problem.
Strengthening connections with related groups
at community colleges and junior colleges would

further help to foster the development of potential
future leaders in Psi Chi. We also want to hear
about what kinds of award programs you feel are
most needed. Toward this end, your chapter should
already have received notification about a very brief
online survey of award interests that we would like
each of you to complete. This survey is accessible
from a direct link that is available on the Society
homepage, www.psichi.org.
Finally, understanding diversity is critical to the
advancement of psychology, and thus the Society’s
mission. Its importance lies not only in the contributions that it can make to effective clinical practice,
but also in helping to identify a host of potentially
important sociocultural variables for explanations
of individual differences in experimental psychology. As a result, Psi Chi is very interested in helping
to better serve populations that have long been
under-represented in our organization. The Board
of Directors recently re-established a diversity task
force. This group is focusing on creating opportunities to encourage greater involvement from ethnic
minorities, to share fundamental information about
diversity as it relates to the advancement of psychological science, and to support the work of Psi Chi
members on diversity-related issues.
Suffice it to say, I am looking forward to a great
year in our organization, and to meeting many of
you at regional and national conventions. I also
know that the organization would be very interested
in hearing from you or your chapter if there is
anything that you would like to suggest with respect
to further expanding the availability of information
or benefits to members. This open communication
is absolutely necessary if Psi Chi is to ultimately
address the needs and interests of its members.
So please do not hesitate to contact me at
president@psichi.org or the Central Office staff
(you can e-mail them individually at
www.psichi.org/About/staff.aspx).

Executive
Director’s
Message

Update Your Chapter:

We’re International and So Are You!

A

s everyone settles in for the start to a new
academic year, your chapter may have new
officers, or previous officers starting in new
positions. In addition, most chapters are preparing
for or have just had a fall induction of new members, and are encouraging current members to stay
involved. Therefore, its a good time to make sure
that your chapter has been keeping up with significant Society changes.
When Psi Chi chapters voted last year to make
Psi Chi an international honor society, they also
approved other wording changes that need to be
updated in your chapter’s materials. Here is a checklist of changes that need to be made, if your chapter
has not already completed them.
1. All references to Psi Chi, the National Honor
Society in Psychology, should be changed to
Psi Chi, the International Honor Society in
Psychology.
2. Any reference to National activities or
opportunities should be changed to Society
activities or opportunities.
3. The National Council is now called the Board
of Directors.
4. The National Office located in Chattanooga,
TN, is now called the Central Office.
5. The new Psi Chi seal can be accessed on the
Forms/Downloads page at www.psichi.org/
Downloads/ where you can scroll down to the
very bottom, and click on the last option.
6. Psi Chi colors are now navy and platinum
rather than blue and gold. There is no
requirement for chapters to change items they
already own such as a banner, table cover, or
registration book; however, blue and gold items
will no longer be available for purchase once
they have sold out.

Where might your chapter need to make
changes? Appropriate changes should be made to
your chapter’s:
1. Website
2. Calendar
3. Email signatures

4. Flyer and announcement templates
5. PowerPoint presentation templates
6. Facebook page
7. Twitter account
8. Registration of Psi Chi with your campus
student organizations office
9. T-shirts created by the chapter
10. Bylaws
11. Invitation letter to potential members
12. Induction ceremony rites
13. Quarterly activities reports
14. Annual report
15. Annual financial report
The locations and materials listed in 1-6 are items
that your chapter officers, or faculty advisor, can
easily access and change. Items 1-15 are things you
may be able to change if previous officers have stored
copies. If not, you can go to the same Psi Chi website
address listed earlier for updated information under
Officer Materials, item 1. Officer Handbook.
Members should also be reminded that if they
have listed their membership or officer positions on
their resumes, they should update the name of the
Society there too. When current faculty advisors
list their service on their vitae, resume, or faculty
website, they should refer to Psi Chi as international
as well. You are now members of an international
organization, not just a national organization!
Throughout this academic year you will begin to
see more results of Psi Chi’s new international status.
Faculty and students from universities in Australia,
Canada, Cypress, Egypt, Guatemala, Japan, New
Zealand, the Philippines, Turkey, Russia, and the
West Indies have contacted us about applying for
a chapter of Psi Chi. The Board of Directors and I
are working on exciting opportunities for current
chapters, as well as new international chapters as
they come on board, to interact with one another in
cross-cultural activities and research projects. Keep
an eye on Psi Chi’s Eye, as well as the Psi Chi website.

Martha S. Zlokovich, PhD
Psi Chi Executive Director
Associate Editor
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s required by Psi Chi’s constitution, I am
reporting on the activities of the past year in
which I served as President of Psi Chi.
All of the members on the Board of Directors
were highly engaged and participatory; the consequence was that the Board approved 52 motions
from the fiscal year beginning July 2009. Some of the
more important decisions involved the launching of
Psi Chi as an International Honor Society, the development of a pilot grant program between Psi Chi
and the Society for the Teaching of Psychology, and
the continuation of the Building Bonds collaboration
award program with Psi Beta. The Board discussions
that preceded each motion were sometimes spirited,
but always informed, collegial, and insightful. I
always looked forward to these discussions.
During the past two years when I served on
the Board it became clear that three overarching themes provided the framework for many of
these discussions. These three themes were: the
internationalization of our Society; Psi Chi’s role
in promoting diversity and inclusion within the
discipline of psychology; and the importance of Psi
Chi’s efforts in developing student leaders. I think all
three of these themes are central to Psi Chi remaining a vibrant and integral voice in the discipline and
I look forward to future discussions and initiatives
concerning these themes.
The past year was marked by several transitions
in Psi Chi’s Central Office. Most importantly, the
Board was pleased to welcome Michele Rumpf as
our new Executive Officer in May 2010. Michele
brings to this role a strong management background
in the nonprofit sector including serving as the
director for the Mobile (AL) Chamber of Commerce
and program coordinator for the Department of
Community Medicine at Mercer University. Prior
to Michele’s arrival, Melissa Strickland served as
Interim Executive Officer for several months and
the Board is greatly appreciative of the additional
responsibilities she assumed while in that role. It
should also be noted that Psi Chi has a new Manager
of Information Systems–Chris Evans—who is
overseeing the implementation of new information technology infrastructures for the Central
Office. Throughout the period of office transitions
Executive Director Martha Zlokovich, Publications
Director Susan Iles, and Membership Director Amie
Austin expended a great deal of effort and time to
ensure the stability of Psi Chi. The Board is grateful
for their dedication and steadfast support. The Board

also welcomed Dr. Randy Smith as the new editor
the Psi Chi Journal of Undergraduate Research.
Psi Chi continues to be a vibrant, growing community of scholars. Last year, we inducted 21,578
new members and in so doing broke the 600,000
member mark. We also chartered five new chapters
so that Psi Chi is now represented by 1,102 chapters.
While we were pleased that $183,359 in grants and
awards was distributed to our members, I hope we
will greatly increase levels of this important form of
support in the future.
Last March, Psi Chi celebrated its 80th anniversary at the 2010 annual meeting of the Southeastern
Psychological Association (SEPA). By happy
circumstance, this meeting of SEPA was held in
Chattanooga, TN, so that we were able to arrange
several festivities as well as tours of the Central
Office for conference attendees. For many of us, the
presentation by Psi Chi’s Distinguished Speaker
Dr. Hall “Skip” Beck was the highlight of this conference. His presentation “Finding Little Albert: Our
Journey to Watson’s Infant Laboratory” was both
moving and insightful. Indeed, to my knowledge
this was the first time that a Psi Chi Distinguished
Speaker received a standing ovation from a capacity
audience at SEPA.
On another celebratory note, Dr. Harold
Takooshian who is a professor of psychology at
Fordham University (NY) was recognized as a
Distinguished Member of Psi Chi because of his
outstanding support and leadership. Dr. Takooshian
is a former President of Psi Chi and is a two-time
recipient of Psi Chi’s Florence L. Denmark National
Faculty Advisor Award. Indeed, he is the only person
to be recognized twice with this award.
As I stated in an earlier Presidential Message, an
organization is only as good as its people and this is
why Psi Chi is a great organization—it’s because of
our students and faculty. The opportunity of meeting so many accomplished students and dedicated
faculty from around the country was the most personally rewarding experience of my presidency and
this is something that I will greatly miss.
Finally, I want to mention that it was a pleasure
and honor to work with each of the Board members. I could always rely on the wise council of the
regional Vice-Presidents, former President Scott
VanderStoep, and President-Elect Michael Hall.
Collectively, they laid the foundation for Psi Chi’s
future success.

International Focus | Giulia Landi
International Students Seeking

Graduate Study in the U.S.
A

s Psi Chi, now the International Honor Society in
Psychology, expands globally, we might ask: “How can
international students best enter U.S graduate programs
in psychology?” According to the Institute of International
Education (IIE), in 2009 there were a total of 671,616 international students at U.S. universities—8.5% of them were
studying social sciences that include psychology (IIE, 2009).
Though the unique backgrounds and fresh perspectives of
international students enrich U.S. universities, such students
also face special adjustment problems of language, cultural
differences, and culture shock (Poyrazli, 2005). Graduate psychology programs already can be highly competitive, accepting
as few as 4% of applicants (Kaufman, Landi, & Takooshian,
2010). As further illustrated in this column, international students should follow a systematic approach to avoid common
errors, and a timeline to successfully apply to U.S. psychology
graduate programs.
Finding U.S. Graduate Programs and Restrict One’s Search
There are over 600 graduate programs in psychology in the
U.S., including clinical, counseling, developmental, educational, experimental, health, industrial/organizational, school,
social, and personality psychology (APA, 2010). So how do
international students identify the graduate program that is
right for them?
After selecting the field and area of interest, choice of a
program should be based upon the quality of the research it
produces. It is a good idea to investigate the top journals, and
do a literature search for topics of interest and program affiliation (Helmes & Schnorf, 2009). The Internet is invaluable at
this stage: gathering information from universities’ websites,
emailing other international students who are studying
psychology in the U.S., and joining electronic mailing lists and
online forums are important tools. Books such as Graduate
Study in Psychology (APA, 2010) and Studying Psychology in
the United States: Expert Guidance for International Students
(Hasan, Fouad, & Williams-Nickelson, 2008) provide detailed
information related to psychology graduate programs in the U.S.
Other strategies to gain valuable information about psychology graduate programs include interacting directly with
faculty and professionals by joining professional associations
and their international divisions, searching U.S. universities
with an affiliation in one’s home country, attending international psychology conferences or university fairs (see www.
conferencealerts.com/psychology.htm, www.topgradschool.
com or universities’ office of admission websites).
To ensure several admissions offers, students should narrow
their list to 4-6 well-rounded programs. It is recommended to
apply to a maximum of 2–3 highly-competitive universities and
pair these selections with 2–3 universities at which one would
fall on the upper end of the average admissions exam scores,
TOEFL, and GPAs of the previous year’s admitted students
(Landi & Takooshian, 2010; Sayette, Mayne, & Norcross, 2010).
The Application Process
For all students, the keys to successful completion of graduate
school applications are time, organization, and determination.
The application process takes longer for international students, so it is important that they start 18 to 20 months before
planned date of enrollment.

In general international students are required to put
together a competitive application package—this includes
application forms, two to three references, a statement of purpose, and standardized test scores. Practical resources for this
stage can be found at www.internationalstudent.com,
www.educationusa.info, or www.kaplantest.com.
Most graduate programs in psychology require taking
the GRE and some additionally request the GRE subject
test in psychology. All applicants whose native language is
not English are also required to take the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL). Figuring where and how often the
necessary tests are offered are great challenges for international
students (Hasan et al., 2008).
The application package also includes certified transcripts
in English from each university attended and the Affidavit of
Support, a document demonstrating international students
have adequate financial banking to meet the costs—tuition,
fees and living expenses—of at least one full academic year.
International students will need this form to apply for their
student visa.
Deciding on a School
By mid-April, graduate programs in psychology will send
acceptance letters. In making a final decision about attending
a specific graduate program, international students should
consider the reputation of the program, the possibilities of
interaction with mentors, the training facilities, and the atmosphere of the program (Sayette et al., 2010). The availability
of special services for international students, percentage of
international students in the program, presence of international
faculty, research on international topics, and opportunity to
engage in cross-cultural research are also important variables
to take into account. Greater support from training programs,
availability of resources, and a culturally-sensitive learning
environment (Hasan et al., 2008) improve international students’ adjustment in the U.S.
See Landi and Takooshian (2010) and Lipson (2008) for
other helpful tips and financial considerations. Providing
international students this information might help them in
completing successful applications to psychology graduate
programs in the U.S. and subsequently facilitate their
psychosocial and academic adjustments.
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Application Timeline for
International Students
January–March (18–20 MBE*)
쏔 Research programs and required
standardized tests.
April–June (15–17 MBE)
쏔 Collect information from different
departments.
쏔 Research financial aid for
international graduate students.
July–August (13–14 MBE)
쏔 Prepare for the GREs and TOEFL.
쏔 Select top 4–6 universities and
contact their admissions offices
to request international student
application packages.
August–October (11–13 MBE)
쏔 Carefully fill out university
applications.
쏔 Gather the required supporting
documents: official transcripts and
translation, reference letters, and
statement of purpose.
쏔 Retake GRE exams if scores were
unsatisfactory.
October–January (9–11 MBE)
쏔 Submit your university applications;
pay attention to special deadlines
for international students.
March–May (4–6 MBE)
쏔 Wait patiently: most universities will
send acceptance letter a month or
two after the application deadline.
May–June (3–4 MBE)
쏔 Apply to U.S. embassy or consulate
for student visa and complete SEVIS
I-901 form upon receipt of I-20
form.
쏔 Organize finances and make final
arrangements for housing and
medical insurance.
June–August (1–3 MBE)
쏔 Finalize travel arrangements and
contact the international student
office to confirm university ‘s
orientation for new students.
August–September
쏔 Enroll and begin study in the U.S.!
Giulia Landi
joined Psi Chi
at New York
University
where she
received a BA
in psychology
in 2010.
Originally from Bologna, Italy,
she plans to pursue a graduate
degree in clinical psychology and
is currently a research assistant in
Dr. Regina Miranda’s lab at Hunter
College. Her research interests
include depression and suicide
prevention and cross-cultural issues
in mood disorders. Correspondence
concerning this article should
be addressed to Giulia Landi,
Department of Psychology, Hunter
College, New York, NY 10065.
E-mail: glandi@hunter.cuny.edu
* Months Before Enrollment
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Wisdom From the Workplace | Paul Hettich, PhD
“What We’ve Got Here is a

Failure to Communicate”

O

lder readers may recognize this famous line from the 1967
film “Cool Hand Luke,” first spoken by a prison honcho and
later echoed defiantly by Paul Newman’s character, Luke.
However old the film, these words are very relevant to college graduates who seek success in the business world. In this column, I will
address the importance of communications skills (broadly defined)
and adapting your attitudes and habits to the workplace.
Landrum and Harrold (2003) surveyed business companies
likely to hire psychology graduates and asked respondents (N = 87)
to rank the importance of 88 skills. Among the top 10 skills related
to communications were: listening (ranked first), ability to work
with others as part of a work team (second), getting along with
others (third), focus on customers/clients (sixth), and interpersonal
relationship skills (seventh). When National Association of Colleges
and Employers (NACE) asked its employer members to rate the
importance of key skills and qualities that job candidates should
possess, the 10 skills receiving the highest ratings from respondents
(N = 201) were, in rank order: Communication skills, strong work
ethic, initiative, interpersonal skills, problem-solving skills, teamwork
skills, analytical skills, flexibility/adaptability, computer skills, and
detail-oriented (NACE, 2010). In short, each study clearly indicates
strong communication skills are essential for workplace success.
Before you start to feel complacent because of high grades you
received in English and psychology reports written in APA style,
continue reading. When the same NACE respondents were asked
where job applicants fall short, communication skills led the list of
deficiencies (as it has for years); teamwork skills ranked fifth. In a
previous report (NACE, 2009), the communications deficiencies
described included writing, face-to-face conversations, presentation
skills, teamwork, and interpersonal skills. So what we have here is
a failure of many graduates to communicate! In addition, failure to
follow instructions, to communicate effectively verbally or in writing, and ineffectiveness in teams are among the major reasons new
hires are disciplined by their organizations (Gardner, 2007).
Another aspect of communication concerns attitudes, habits,
and procedures inherent in the workplace that may differ from your
college experiences. Jon Keil, Corporate Operations Manager of The
Salem Group (a staff augmentation firm) points out that graduates
should expect to change the ways they think about and use technology to communicate. He emphasizes the importance of establishing

professional communications skills, and he advises new employees
to take the time to participate and learn how work groups interact.
Your written and verbal communications must express complete
thoughts concisely and you must avoid abbreviated or slang terminology. Be mindful that your e-mails will probably be kept on a
server for all to view. Furthermore, because communication contains non-verbal components you must also learn the art of personal
presentation and professional dress. You are not in college anymore.
Keil notes that many corporations now direct that personal communications via phone, texting, e-mail, and social media are allowed
only on personal time, breaks, and lunches—not during normal
working hours. Students should also be aware that failure to follow
instructions and inappropriate use of technology are common reasons for discipline and termination of new hires (Gardner, 2007).
On a positive note, students of your generation are typically
multi-taskers who grew up mastering technology and media skills
that organizations seek but which many supervisors do not possess.
Your tech savviness could become a strength, but you must first
learn to practice corporate standard operating procedures (SOP)
and follow instructions even if you know there’s a better way to
perform a task. Don Kraus, Director of Strategic Accounts at Salem
Managed Services advises: “Simply be patient. Let your new boss
or employer know that you have good ideas and are eager to share
them, but only when the time is right. Tell your boss that you have
a lot to learn and you will be working hard every day. After proving
that you understand why and how a company operates, then look to
share your knowledge and new ideas.” Keil adds that Krauss’s advice
helps the new grad avoid the common pitfall of communicating an
“entitlement attitude;” that is, high and often unrealistic expectations regarding work assignments, promotion, salary, vacation, and
other benefits. (To that this author adds: Remember that you are not
the only person in your company with a college degree!) For example, Mike joined an engineering firm after graduation. As the most
junior engineer his assignments were generally routine and unchallenging. When a client, however, submitted a project that required a
specific type of video technology, Mike was the firm’s only engineer
familiar with it. He gladly shared his knowledge and in a manner
that did not threaten the senior engineers. Subsequently, although
Mike was still the junior engineer, he received more respect, independence, and challenging assignments.

Paul Hettich, PhD, Professor Emeritus at DePaul University (IL), was an Army personnel psychologist,
program evaluator in an education R&D lab, and a corporate applied scientist—positions that created a “real
world” foundation for his career in college teaching and administration. He was inspired to coauthor Connect
College to Career: A Student Guide to Work and Life Transitions (2005) by graduates and employers who
revealed a major disconnect between university and workplace expectations, cultures, and practices.

You can contact Paul at
phettich@depaul.edu
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What can you do during college to
improve your communication skills?
1. Become very mindful on a daily basis of how you communicate verbally
and non-verbally, whether in the classroom, speaking with an advisor
or supervisor, or in your personal relationships. Bad habits require selfawareness and take time to break; good habits create favorable impressions.
2. Enroll in courses such as technical or business writing, public speaking,
small group and interpersonal communications, and others that require
major writing, speaking, and group assignments.
3. Google “Netiquette” (network etiquette) and learn to write e-mails
intelligently.
4. Search your campus for workshops, internships, and service learning
opportunities where the diverse components of communication are taught
formally or experientially. For example, attend “dress-for-success,” personal
presentation, and business etiquette events; they could determine if you are
invited to that second interview.
5. Join campus organizations (like Psi Chi) where active participation and
leadership experiences strengthen your interpersonal and team skills,
sometimes by trial-and-error. It is less stressful to hone your skills in a
supportive campus environment than subsequently in a workplace where
mistakes can lead to poor evaluations, ostracism, and loss of self-confidence.
6. Seek a part-time job such as sales or customer service that requires high
levels of interacting with people.
7. Finally, be patient and open-minded with people older than you whose
experiences differ from your own, including individuals who do not realize
you might be unfamiliar with that famous line from a 1967 Paul Newman
movie.
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Ethics Matters | Mitchell M. Handelsman, PhD
Do Nice People Make

Ethical Psychologists?

I

f I’m a nice person who acts morally, doesn’t that mean I’ll be an
ethical psychologist? Of course the first answer to consider is,
“It depends,” because that’s the basic answer to any question in
psychology. And we could always add, “More research is needed.”
However, the answer I want to pursue in this column is: not necessarily. Being a nice, moral person is not sufficient to assure ethical
behavior as a psychologist.
As a group, psychologists may be among the nicer people on
the planet. After all, we want to help people, right? That’s what
we wrote (or will write) on our
graduate school applications.
However, a strong desire to
help—through psychotherapy,
teaching, research, consulting,
or other activities of psychologists—is not the only issue. In
fact, if our desire to help is too
strong it can actually hinder our
ability to do the ethical thing in
some situations. More on that
in future columns. For now, let’s
look at two major reasons that
nice people don’t automatically
become ethical psychologists.
(By the way, the same can be
said about any profession. But
other professions have their own
magazines….)
The first reason is that our motivations are complex and often
conflicting. For starters, we want to help people but we have to
make a living as well. We may also want to be noticed or reinforced
in other ways for our work. We want grades, authorships, acceptances to graduate school, degrees, licenses, tenure, promotion,
columns in national publications, more promotions, etc. These are
not unethical desires; thus, our desire to help people is always in
context, and it can be difficult to know the best ways to help and
to meet our other needs. You’ve heard of conflicts of interest: some
conflicts are inherent in psychology, as in all professions.
The second reason that nice people are not automatically ethical psychologists is that psychology itself is a complex enterprise.

You can contact Mitch at
mitchell.handelsman@
UCDenver.edu
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Sometimes we simply don’t know what would be helpful (More
research is needed). We may not know if we have the competence
to provide the necessary help, or do the research, or teach the
course.
Despite the fact that almost everybody you meet talks about
how they “used psychology on” a friend or relative, the professional
culture of psychology is not all that intuitive! For example, psychotherapy looks a lot like friendship, financial planning, coaching,
and many other human enterprises. However, the therapy relationship is a unique and delicate thing, subject to a unique set of ethical
guides including rules about confidentiality and informed consent.
Thus, our backgrounds and other relationships provide only partial
models and precedents for our professional decisions.
The relationships between psychotherapists and clients, between
researchers and participants, or between professors and students
have boundaries that need to be acknowledged and respected. We
all know (I hope) that psychotherapists should not have sex with
their clients. That is an unethical multiple relationship. But how
about investing in a client’s business venture? Or going to a client’s
wedding? In future columns, we’ll “unpack” these ethical issues
and processes. We’ll explore ethical issues and dilemmas, how
psychologists make good (and bad) decisions, and how they learn
to behave ethically in the first place.
By the way, this is the first installment of an ongoing ethics
column in Eye on Psi Chi. Why devote an entire column to ethics?
Here’s my answer: Ethics pervades every aspect of psychology—
even more aspects than statistics! For example, I’m now in my
office writing this column during my office hours. I have a deadline
coming up and must get it finished. What if a student knocks on
the door to argue about a grade she received on her last paper? Do
I answer the door or hide under my desk? How much time do I
spend with the student? These decisions have ethical dimensions
influenced by my obligations to students, editors, readers, colleagues, myself, etc.
I invite you to tell me what you’d like to read about in this
column. I’d love for you to send me questions about ethical issues,
examples of particularly excellent ethical behavior by your professors and other psychologists you know, or any other thoughts.

Mitch Handelsman received his BA in psychology from Haverford College and his PhD in clinical psychology from the University of Kansas. He is
currently professor of psychology and a CU President’s Teaching Scholar at the University of Colorado Denver, where he has been on the faculty
since 1982. He served for a year (1989-1990) in Washington DC as an APA Congressional Science Fellow. In 2003-04, he was president of the
Rocky Mountain Psychological Association. He is a licensed psychologist and a fellow of the American Psychological Association.
Mitch won the 1992 CASE (Council for the Advancement and Support of Education) Colorado Professor of the Year Award, and the Excellence
in Teaching Award from the Society for the Teaching of Psychology (APA Division 2) in 1995. He has published several book chapters and over 50
articles in journals ranging from the Professional Psychology: Research and Practice to the Journal of Polymorphous Perversity. His major research
area is professional ethics; he is the coauthor (with Sharon K. Anderson) of a text on ethics in psychotherapy (Ethics for Psychotherapists and
Counselors: A Proactive Approach) from Wiley-Blackwell. His ethics blog, “The Ethical Professor,” can be found at http://www.psychologytoday.
com/blog/the-ethical-professor.

Grad School Guide | R. Eric Landrum, PhD
Warning:

GRE Changes Are Closer Than They Appear

O

n the passenger side rearview mirror, you’ve seen this: “objects
in mirror are closer than they appear.” Well, there are major
changes brewing for the Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
General Test that go into effect August 2011. So if you are planning a
graduate school application Fall 2011 or Spring 2012, you’ll need to be
careful about your planning and study strategies, depending on when
you take the GRE. I’ll update you here on the key changes to consider,
but for more complete information, I highly recommend you check
out http://ets.org/gre/revised_general/scores/ for the most up-to-date
information. Most of the information in this article is courtesy of the
Educational Testing Service (ETS): http://ets.org/gre/.
Changes to the GRE General Test
The current GRE is divided into three sections: Verbal, Quantitative,
and Analytical. Those three sections remain, but substantial changes will
occur within these sections. For the Verbal section, there will no longer
be antonym nor analogy questions, but there will be new text comprehension questions, sentence equivalence questions, and an increased
emphasis on reading comprehension. In some cases, you will be asked
to highlight parts of a reading that yielded the answers you chose for the
item. The idea is to measure a student’s higher-level verbal skills in this
revised section.
For the quantitative section, there will be an increased emphasis
on answering questions based on real-life scenarios, as well as how to
interpret data. For some problems you will enter your answer (called
numeric entry), rather than select from multiple-choice alternatives.
Additionally, an on-screen calculator will be available during these
sections.
For the Analytical section, more focused responses will be the goal
of the revised instructions and prompts. The one analytical section will
have two separately-timed writing tasks. As the different sections of the
GRE are presented, the Analytical section will always be first.
Speaking of timing, the revised GRE will be a bit longer that the
current GRE test; the revised GRE will take about 3 hours, 45 minutes
to complete. You’ll start with the Analytical writing section, followed by
more sections (and these sections can occur in any order): two Verbal
sections, two Quantitative sections, one unscored section (could be
either Verbal or Quantitative), and perhaps a research section (if you
have a research section, it will be labeled as such and not scored—this is
how the GRE continues to develop new items to be used in the future).
Within a section, you’ll now be able to “preview and review,” which

You can contact
Eric at ELANDRU@
boisestate.edu

means you can skip a question and come back to it later. Within a
section, you can change and edit your answers.
How The Scoring Is Changing
There are huge changes in store for the Verbal and Quantitative sections
of the GRE. Rather than scores from 200 to 800 in increments of 10,
each subsection will be scored on a scale from 130 to 170 in 1-point
increments. Thus, no longer will there be “V+Q = 1000” as a guideline
for graduate admissions, but it might look like V+Q = 298. As of now,
there is not a conversion formula available to equate old scores with
the new scoring system; it will probably take a couple of months of
test-takers to provide GRE with the data to make that conversion table
reliable (which may explain the 50% savings offer—see below).
I think this also means that during the transition, graduate schools
will have a more difficult time judging what the new GRE scores mean.
We have decades of experience knowing what V+Q score generally
represent; graduate programs that required a 1200 V+Q will now have
to recalibrate their cutoff scores based on the new metric; this could be
time-consuming and confusing during the transition, so students need
to be aware of this (and perhaps consider taking the “current” test before
it is out-of-date). I recommend that you check with specific graduate
schools you are applying to and inquire if they have a preference for
“current” or “revised” during this transition period.
The Timeline for Changes
You can start to take the revised GRE starting August 2011, but the first
scores for the revised GRE will not be available until mid-November
2011. So if your graduate program needs your GRE scores prior to
November 15, plan on taking the current test prior to August 2011.
Once the new scoring system (and presumably mean scores and other
descriptive statistics) is in place, GRE estimates that the regular reporting period of 10-15 days should return by December 2011. If it suits you,
ETS is offering a 50% off deal on the revised GRE if you take the test
between August 1 and September 30, 2011. Remember, however, these
scores won’t be sent to schools until mid-November.
The ETS folks who prepare the GRE are quite generous in their
sharing of resources, so be sure to check out their web site (http://ets.
org/gre/revised_general/prepare) for free preparation materials, free
software that simulates the GRE test taking experience, and a free PDF
practice book based on the revised GRE. Also, you can visit your favorite local bookstore or Amazon.com for scores of books designed to help
you on the GRE General Test. Good luck!

R. Eric Landrum, PhD, is a professor of psychology at Boise State University (ID). He received his PhD in cognitive psychology (with an emphasis
in quantitative methodology) from Southern Illinois University-Carbondale in 1989. He currently serves as the Psi Chi Vice-President of the Rocky
Mountain region (2009-11), and is a fellow of the Society for the Teaching of Psychology (APA Division 2), currently serving as secretary (200911). His research interests center on the study of educational issues, identifying those conditions that best facilitate student success (broadly
defined). He has over 225 professional presentations at conferences and published over 20 books or book chapters, and has published over
65 professional articles in scholarly, peer-reviewed journals. He is lead author (with Steve Davis) of The Psychology Major: Career Options and
Strategies for Success (4th ed., 2010, Prentice Hall). With APA Books, he has authored Undergraduate Writing in Psychology: Learning to Tell the
Scientific Story (2008) and Finding A Job With a Psychology Bachelor’s Degree: Expert Advice for Launching Your Career (2009). He has worked
with over 240 undergraduate research assistants and in 17+ years at Boise State, he has taught over 11,000 students!
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Get Involved

in the Society
CUR’s Posters on the Hill Program
Nothing more effectively demonstrates the value of undergraduate research than the words and stories of the student participants
themselves. In the spring of 2011, the Council on Undergraduate
Research (CUR) will host its 15th annual undergraduate poster
session on Capitol Hill. This event will help members of Congress
understand the importance of undergraduate research by talking
directly with the students to whom these programs impact.
CUR is calling for students of member institutions to submit
an abstract of their research that represents any of CUR’s
disciplinary divisions (Arts and Humanities, Biology, Chemistry,
Geosciences, Health Sciences, Mathematics/Computer Science,
Physics/Astronomy, Psychology, and Social Sciences). In order
to ensure proper review of applications, the above are the
only disciplines that may apply. Should your research be
inter-disciplinary, please select the division that most closely
describes your research.
Abstract submissions will only be accepted by using CUR’s
on-line submission form. Prior to submitting the form, students should gather the contact information for all coauthors,
advisors and sponsors (if applicable), prepare a short vitae/
resume, and poster abstract. A document listing the information required for submission can be found by visiting:
www.cur.org/pdf/poh%20application%20information.pdf

For more information, and the link to submit an application,
please visit: www.cur.org/pohcall.html
Please note that CUR
membership is required to submit an application. Either the
student’s home institution must have an institutional membership, or the faculty mentor or student must have an individual
membership.
CUR will not review incomplete applications. Please be sure
that both portions (the electronic application and the electronic
recommendation letter) are submitted by November 15, 2010.
For more information about the Posters on the Hill program,
please visit www.cur.org/postersession.html

APA/TOPSS Ethnic Minority Recruiting Project
If you would like to share your enthusiasm for psychology with
high school students, consider participating in the American
Psychological Association/Teachers of Psychology in Secondary
Schools (APA/TOPSS) Ethnic Minority Recruiting Project. The
goal of this program is to encourage ethnic minority high school
students to consider pursuing careers in psychology by introducing them to ethnic minority role models in psychology and
providing them with career information.
Chapters are encouraged to work with local high school
teachers, community college and 4-year college students and
teachers, graduate students, and psychologists in the community
to develop educational sessions for ethnic minority high school
students similar to the Pilot Projects described on the APA/
TOPSS Ethnic Minority Recruiting Project website at
www.apa.org/ed/precollege/topss/minority-recruit.aspx
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Embassy & Diplomatic Scholars Program
at the Washington Internship Institute
The Washington Internship Institute (WII) offers internship
opportunities in domestic and foreign government agencies
in Washington, DC, each fall, spring, and summer semester.
Recent placements include: an international development
internship at the Citizens Network for Foreign Affairs, a
policy internship at the State Department NATO office, and
internships at the Embassy of Mexico and Embassy of France.
Although many internships are with international organizations, all students intern in Washington, DC.
During your internship, you have an opportunity to interact
with experts and professionals. As a WII intern, you become an
active member of the office staff with real responsibilities. You
can expect to fully participate in office life, attending meetings,
performing research, writing reports, preparing briefings, etc.
Interns spend four days a week at the internship site and one
day a week in classes that bridge theory and practice. Psi Chi
members are eligible for a $500 merit-based scholarship that
is cosponsored by the Association of College Honor Societies
and WII. The application deadline for the spring semester is
December 1, but applying earlier ensures the greatest range of
placement options. For more information, please contact
Dr. Mary Ryan at email: mary@wiidc.org

APAGS Basic Psychological
Science Research Grant
APAGS is committed to promoting psychological science and
the needs of science oriented graduate students. The Basic
Psychological Science Research Grant provides support for
up to 4 graduate students conducting psychological science
research studies. Funds for this $1,000 scholarship may be used
for thesis, dissertation, or other research.
The intent is to fund psychology graduate students in science
oriented fields. Students in fields with a practice component
(e.g. clinical, counseling, and school) are not eligible. Students
in the following fields are eligible: Cognitive, Cognitive
Neuroscience, Computational, Developmental, Experimental
or Comparative, Industrial/Organizational, Neuropsychology,
Neuroscience, Perception and Psychophysics, Personality
and Individual Differences, Psycholinguistics, Physiological,
Quantitative, and Social. The deadline is December 3.
www.apa.org/about/awards/apags-science.aspx

Student Discount for Joining APS
The Association for Psychological Science (APS) is pleased to
give undergraduate student members of Psi Chi a discounted
student membership rate of $25 (per year). Join now and your
membership will be good through the end of 2010. Chapter
members are encouraged to apply for membership by completing the online application on APS’s website and use the
promotional code PSCH10.
www.psychologicalscience.org/join

Get Involved

Amendments

2010-11 calendar

2009-10 Constitutional Amendments
Psi Chi begins this year with four amendments
being passed to Psi Chi’s Constitution since last
fall. The membership voted by a 2/3 majority to:
• eliminate the National Leadership
Conference (NLC) in favor of more flexible
leadership training,
• become an international organization rather
than a national one,
• eliminate the reference to annual convention
in the Constitution,
• update the terminology from newsletter to
Society publications, and
• allow the editor of publications to be selected
by the Board of Directors.

How do these
changes affect
Psi Chi members
and chapters?
With the
elimination of
the National
Leadership
Conference that
limited attendance
to 50 faculty
advisors and
50 chapter presidents, Psi Chi can offer this
information to all who are interested in attending sessions offered at six regional conventions.
Each Regional Vice-President is preparing
programming for 2011 that focus on leadership
and chapter vitality
that members and
advisors will be
able to use at the
local level.
Opening
Psi Chi to the
inclusion of international chapters
is going to help
the Society grow and provide a wealth of new
opportunities to Psi Chi members. Dr. Alvin Y.
Wang wrote, “With globalization we have the
potential to be enriched with a world filled of
diverse ideas, perspectives, and opinions. The
potential for enrichment will be fulfilled as
long as we appreciate and respect the views
of diverse others.” As we begin expansion, the
opportunities for networking and learning will

continue to increase and pay dividends to Psi
Chi’s members.
References to the “national convention” were
eliminated. Members will probably not see a lot
of differences due to this change. As Dr. Scott
W. VanderStoep wrote in a letter of support
for the amendment, “The main reason that the
Board supports this change is that it more accurately reflects how Psi Chi conducts business.
Currently Psi Chi does not have an ‘annual convention’ as described in the Constitution, and
has not had one for some time. When Psi Chi
was founded in 1929, almost all psychologists
attended the annual American Psychological
Association meeting…. Of course, with over
1,050 active Psi Chi chapters, such is not the
case today.”
Finally, the Board recommended that the
term
te newsletter be
removed
as well as
re
the
th assignment of
the
th editor being
dictated
by the
d
Constitution.
C
This was a needed
cchange since
Psi Chi has not
P
published a
newsletter for
many years. The
current publication, Eye on Psi Chi, is a full-color magazine and
provides much more information than a newsletter. Also, the editor of the Eye on Psi Chi has
not been the Executive Officer for several years.
Susan Iles, the Director of Publishing, has been
functioning as thee
editor while beingg
officially titled
the Art Director/
Associate Editor.
This amendment
will allow the
Constitution to
accurately reflect
the business
processes of the
Society.
If anyone has any
questions about these changes, please contact
the Central Office at psichi@psichi.org. To see the
new version of the Constitution, please visit

November 1 | Deadline
Call for Nominations
쏔 Call for nominations for Society officers:
President-Elect
Eastern Regional VP
Rocky Mountain Regional VP
Western Regional VP
November 1 | Deadline
쏔 Graduate Research Grants
쏔 Undergraduate Research Grants
November 5 | Deadline
쏔 Submissions to Midwestern Regional
Convention
November 10 | Deadline
쏔 Submissions (abstract) to
Southeastern Regional Convention
November 15 | Deadline
쏔 Submissions to Eastern Regional Convention
쏔 Submissions to Western Regional Convention
November 30 | Deadline
쏔 Submissions to Southwestern Regional
Convention
December 1 | Deadline
쏔 Paper/Poster submissions for the
Psi Chi/APA Annual Convention
쏔 Poster submissions for the
APS National Convention
쏔 Denmark Faculty Advisor Award
쏔 Regional Chapter Awards
쏔 Regional Faculty Advisor Awards
December 15 | Deadline
쏔 Nominations for Society officers
쏔 Spring 2011 Eye on Psi Chi submissions
January 14 | Deadline
쏔 Submissions to Rocky Mountain Regional
Convention
January 15 | Deadline
쏔 SWPA Travel Grant
February 1 | Deadline
쏔 APA Newman Graduate Research Award
쏔 APS Albert Bandura Graduate Research
Award
쏔 Cousins Chapter Award
쏔 FBI NCAVC Internship Grants
쏔 Graduate Research Grants
쏔 Psi Chi Website Award
쏔 Society officer election ballots sent to the
chapters
쏔 Undergraduate Research Grants

www.psichi.org/pdf/constitution.pdf
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Fields of Psychology

What the Doctor Ordered:

Creating a Career Path
in Clinical Psychology

That Fits You

Kathryn A. Sanders, PhD
Veterans Affairs Connecticut Healthcare System
Yale University School of Medicine

M

y colleagues frequent ask me to
speak to undergraduate psychology
students about my career. The hope
of my colleagues is that I will inspire their
students to pursue a career in clinical psychology. Over the years I have found that my
goal is not to convince all students that clinical psychology is the best career for them,
but to encourage students to find a career
that enriches their lives. One that challenges
them, ignites their passion, and gives their
lives great meaning. This article is addressed
to students who are wondering…Is clinical
psychology the right career for me?
There is plenty of information available
about psychology careers. The American
Psychological Association publishes an
excellent book (Sternberg, 2006) and
distributes reports about settings in which
psychologists work, income data, and school
loan debt (APA, 2005). Therefore, instead of
boring you with statistics and definitions, I
have chosen a more interesting road to travel
and will describe what I am doing, how I got
there. Along the way I will try to impart a
few pearls of wisdom.
Reflecting back on my path, I see many
points where I had no idea what I was getting myself into nor where I wanted to go.
Through taking advantage of opportunities
and being open to trying new things, I
ended up in a place that is very rewarding. I believe that part of my success lies

in my efforts to use my values as a guide
when making career decisions. Although
10 years ago I could never have predicted
that I would be at a Veterans Affairs (VA)
Hospital, working in primary care, and
running a training program, it makes sense
when viewed through the lens of the things
that are most important to me in life. I enjoy
feeling that I am contributing to something
larger than myself, listening to others’
stories, and teaching people new skills. I
value my personal relationships, sharing
knowledge, and caring for others. I enjoy
my career because it incorporates the things
I value. Part of what I want to encourage
you to think about as I describe what I do,
is what you want your life to be about and
consider whether something like this would
match your own goals and values.

What Does a Clinical Psychologist
Do Anyway? Beyond Head Shrinking,
Mind Reading, and Freud
Clinical psychologists work in a variety
of settings and engage in a vast array of
activities. I work as a Clinical Health
Psychologist in a VA hospital. The VA is a
nationwide healthcare system designed to
meet the unique healthcare needs of military
Veterans. The VA hospital where I work
includes several outpatient medical clinics,
medical and psychiatric emergency rooms,
and inpatient medical and psychiatric units.

I organize my work into five categories: clinical work, supervision and teaching, program
development and evaluation, research, and
administrative and committee work.
My main clinical responsibility is as the
behavioral health provider for our integrated
mental health-primary care program. I
work collaboratively with primary care
providers (PCPs) to address the mental
and behavioral health care needs of their
patients with the goal of improving access
and reducing stigma associated with mental
health treatment. I assist patients experiencing symptoms of depression, anxiety, or
posttraumatic stress disorder; help patients
improve their adherence to medical treatment or coping with chronic illness; and
coach them in stress management, problemsolving, and other skills.
As director of training for our postdoctoral residency, and health psychology track
coordinator for our internship program, I
provide a lot of supervision. We have three
interns, three postdoctoral residents, and
one practicum student every year. This
translates into several hours per week of
one-on-one and group clinical supervision,
mentoring of students working on research
and program development projects, and
lecturing in our various seminar series.
I also supervise psychiatry residents and
psychology interns training at Yale School
of Medicine as part of my academic
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appointment there. In addition to working
with psychology and psychiatry trainees, I
regularly lecture in the internal medicine
seminar series; give workshops and training
sessions to nurses, social workers, and PCPs
and staff; and travel to undergraduate colleges to give guest lectures on various topics.
As psychologists, and therefore as
scientists, it is our duty to evaluate the
interventions and programs we offer. I am
involved in several projects examining the
programs we offer trainees and patients and
participate in a regional committee charged
with measurement of patient outcomes in
integrated primary care programs in our
network.
I was trained in a scientist-practitioner
model emphasizing the integration of scientific research and clinical activities. The VA’s
Health Services Research and Development
service recently awarded me a pilot grant
to examine minimal contact treatments
for Irritable Bowel Syndrome. I have been
involved in several research projects being
conducted by another psychologist at the
VA and am also conducting a chart review
study looking at health-related variables
in Veterans returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Finally, no psychologist can avoid
administrative and committee work. I serve
on our hospital’s polytrauma team, primary
care pain management workgroup and peer
support group, high risk pain medication
task force, and am our team leader for our
integrated primary care team. This work
can be more fun that you might think and is
important in terms of making connections
with staff from other hospital services.
These are a lot of different types of
responsibilities. Most psychologists will
have multiple roles but the amount of time
devoted to each will vary. In our VA, there
are some psychologists who do mainly clinical work, some who are devoted entirely to
research, and some like me, doing teaching,
clinical work, and research. I was hired
primarily to provide clinical services. Then,
as people got to know me, they started asking me to be on committees or take on other
leadership roles. This has evolved to my
current constellation of responsibilities, and
I am sure it will continue to change.
There has been a constant give-and-take
in the 3 years I have been at the VA, and it
has not always been fun or worked out the
way I would have liked. It is not that I could
not decide what I wanted to do so I chose to
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do everything. Every one of these responsibilities ties in with my values. I strongly
believe that because I received excellent
training to become a psychologist, part of
my duty to my profession is to participate
in the training of the next generation of
psychologists. My clinical work allows me
the opportunity to help Veterans optimize
their health and wellness. Serving on committees allows me to develop relationships
with staff in all departments of the hospital.
This creates a network of people I can ask for
assistance in completing the responsibilities
of my job and has led to many friendships.
For me, it is not about coming in every day
and pushing papers or getting patients in
and out. Work is a way to contribute to
the “greater good,” a way to enjoy human
connections, solve problems, and have
some fun.

A Day in the Life of…
I hope you are starting to get some ideas
about how to create a job that fits you. Now
I will describe a somewhat typical day so
you can see what it is like to live in my shoes.
Look for the different categories of tasks
I mentioned: clinical work, supervision
and teaching, program development and
evaluation, research, and administrative and
committee work. I want you to notice how
these activities are not mutually exclusive,
they build on each other.
My day may start with a primary care
team meeting. Staff are frustrated because of
increasing work load. They ask me to start
providing lunchtime relaxation sessions to
help them unwind. Rather than doing it by
myself, however, this is a great opportunity
for the psychology interns under my
supervision to build skills teaching other
professionals and a way for us to support
our medical colleagues, so I agree to get
something started.
Next, I have clinical supervision with a
trainee, during which another trainee pages
me because her patient came to his appointment intoxicated, and she needs help getting
him to the emergency room. The patient
denies that he has been drinking and is
refusing to cooperate, yet we cannot let him
drive himself home in an inebriated state.
This is a great opportunity to model for the
student how to remain calm and de-escalate
a difficult situation.
Then I have a short clinic where I see
four patients in 2 hours. I see the following patients that morning: First, I have a

diabetic patient who was nonadherent with
his medical regimen. After several months,
he is taking his insulin regularly and walking several times a week. The patient and
his provider are excited by these positive
changes.
Next, is an 80-year-old bereaved man
who told his PCP he just wants to die and be
with his wife. His provider is worried that
he may try to kill himself. The patient is not
suicidal but we spend some time talking
about his deceased wife, normal grieving,
and some things that other patients have
found helpful when they’ve lost their loved
ones. We make an appointment to follow up
in a week.
The third patient is an anxious gentleman with high blood pressure. He has been
taking multiple blood pressure readings per
day and is very concerned that his blood
pressure varies so much. His provider has
tried to reassure him that such fluctuations
in blood pressure are normal and encourage
less monitoring. Paradoxically, his provider
believes that this patient’s excessive worrying
is the cause of his high blood pressure. I
taught him a quick relaxation exercise and
will see him again to work on reducing his
health-related anxiety.
Finally, I see a patient who wants to know
how to cope with her father who needs
nursing home placement but is refusing to
go. We spend some time exploring options
and develop a plan to discuss her concerns
with her family and her father’s primary care
physician.
After clinic, I go to a meeting of the
primary care pain management peer support
group. Their first few meetings did not go
well, and I was asked to train them in communication and meeting management skills.
I return to my office to work on some paperwork to submit to the Institutional Review
Board for a research project tracking patient
flow and clinic utilization in our new integrated mental health-primary care program.
I’m interrupted by a physician who wants to
role-play how to talk to a patient about sleep
rules for insomnia. I finish the day working
with one of my postdocs on the layout for a
poster we are presenting at a conference.

Food for Thought
This is clearly a lot for one day, but I assure
you it is fairly typical. An important thing to
consider at this point is, how does a day like
this affect me? My perspective might help
you answer the question: Can I see myself
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doing this? There are some things to consider about this type of work.
You need to have a lot of energy to do this
type of work. You also need to have balance:
things you do outside of work. You have
heard the expression “work hard, play hard.”
There is truth in that.
The more different types of tasks you have
(i.e., teaching, clinical work, research), the
more directions you are going to be pulled.
You must be good at staying organized,
prioritizing, and switching from one thing to
another. I am constantly interrupted at work
and have developed strategies for improving
my efficiency despite this. For example, I
keep a running to-do list to track the tasks
I am working on and use reminders, my
calendar, and shared documents on my
smartphone to help me remember important
deadlines, meetings, and tasks. I also try to
tackle tasks that need more focused attention early in the morning before the students
start their day and interruptions become
more likely.
It is hard hearing about other people’s
pain. I hear some horrific things, and I
would be lying if I said it does not bother
me. When I meet patients who are bereaved,
it breaks my heart. When I work with
patients who are dying, it reminds me of
my own mortality, and I think about what
would happen if I was diagnosed with a terminal illness. It is important to think about
whether you want to expose yourself to these
types of experiences.
I also work with patients who are doing
well overall and just need a little boost. With
these patients, you get to build on their
strengths. Hearing about struggles they have
overcome and seeing their motivation to
continue to improve themselves is inspiring.
I see these issues as the challenges of a job
like mine, but also the joys. My dedication to
my work reminds me of the importance of
dedication to my family and life outside of
work. Hearing about others’ pain helps me
to focus less on my own. Learning of others’
resilience encourages me to be resilient.
Being reminded of death helps keep things
in perspective. These are lessons that guide
me toward an authentic life. One that is
thoughtful and active, not just passively letting the days slip by, waiting for retirement.

Pearls of Wisdom From
a Fellow Traveler
If you are thinking that a career in clinical or
counseling psychology may be right for you,

I would like to give you my thoughts on what
it takes to be able to do what I do as a psychologist, as well as some general advice no
matter what path you choose to take. First, to
be able to play a role, no matter how small,
in helping people find wellness or happiness
is very meaningful. But, do not become a
psychologist just because you want to help
people. There are plenty of ways of doing
that without going through at least five more
years of school!
Psychology is a science, it is not touchyfeely. You need to spend a lot of time
learning how to help people. This includes
learning how humans operate by studying
biology, neurology, learning theory, cognition, and human development. You need to
be prepared to work and study hard. You
need to be smart. You need to be a scholar
before you can be a healer.
When building any career, be strategic
but do not overplan. Take the advice, “don’t
sweat the small stuff ” to heart. Have a goal
in mind and a general idea how you would
like to get there, but do not plan every turn
of the path. Sometimes a detour leads to
opportunities that you did not even know
about. Getting lost has been the way I have
found most of my favorite restaurants!
If you approach things with open-mindedness and flexibility, opportunities will come
to you. You just need to keep an eye out for
them and take advantage when they come
your way.
You can also work to create opportunities.
A strategy I have used is to make myself
invaluable wherever I am. If you do this
right, people cannot imagine getting along
without you. If an opportunity arises, they
will offer it to you. Additionally, they will
create opportunities for you to entice you to
stick around and keep doing the wonderful
things you are doing for them.
Be productive. You have to work hard
and get good grades. People need to be able
to see the outcome of the work you have
done. In college, grades are one of the most
important ways you can demonstrate what
you can accomplish.
Get involved. Join professional organizations, go to conferences, even if you do not
know anyone there. Join clubs or groups
at your school that reflect who you are and
what is important to you. Think of all the
marketable skills you can develop when part
of a group: organizational skills, ability to
work well with others, and so on.
Seek mentorship. Find someone you

admire, who has characteristics you would
like to develop in yourself, someone who is
doing the job you would like to have. Ask
them questions, lots of them. Mentors can
teach you the skills you will need to succeed,
help you network and find jobs, and guide
you along a path that works for you. You can
have more than one.
Finally, be happy, be balanced, and be
authentic. Live in a way that you find meaningful. Never compromise your character or
your values for a job. Find things that you
enjoy and do them often! Find friends who
will help you with this, because it is hard to
do it on your own.

Parting Thoughts
I am just one example of what you can do
with a doctorate in clinical psychology. You
need to talk to other people in the field, learn
about their experiences. Find out what their
days are like. There are as many unique jobs
as there are psychologists. Chances are, you
can find something that fits your interests.
This is important. You will spend the majority of your adult waking life at work. You
need to consider how you want to spend
the majority of your time. I know that for
myself, I did not want to end up like so many
adults in my life—miserable at their jobs. I
cannot say I love my job all the time or that I
love every aspect of it, but for the most part,
I enjoy what I do and feel fortunate to be
where I am. Hopefully, with a little effort and
using the advice from me and others, you
can find something that fits you. Good luck!
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What the

Student Researcher
Needs to Know
About Research Ethics
Shelia M. Kennison, PhD, and Sue C. Jacobs, PhD, Oklahoma State University
Yvonne K. Montgomery, EdD, Langston University (OK)

T

he beginning researcher in psychology must simultaneously acquire the
skills needed to conduct research
and the knowledge needed to implement
research in an ethical manner. Increasing
awareness about research ethics will help
ensure that the ethical breaches of the past
will not be repeated. Notable cases from the
past include the medical experiments conducted by the Nazis on concentration camp
prisoners during World War II (Weindling,
2005) and the syphilis study conducted on
Black men in Tuskegee, Alabama, by doctors under the direction of the Public Health
Service of the United States from 1932 to
1972 (Jones, 1981). Recent cases of ethical
breaches include Dr. Hwang Woo Suk, a
researcher from Korea, who fabricated data
in reports claiming that a human embryo
had been cloned (Associated Press, 2006)
and Harvard University’s Professor Marc
Hauser, whom Harvard found guilty of scientific misconduct (Wade, 2010).
By increasing awareness of research ethics
among beginning researchers in psychology,
we can also ensure that participants in psychological research are not harmed. Without
a doubt, research experience is an essential
part of the undergraduate curriculum in
psychology (Silvia, Delaney, & Marcovitch,
2009), especially for students planning
to pursue graduate studies in psychology
(Grover, 2006; Kuther, 2004). In 2007,
members of the APA Board of Educational
Affairs Task Force on Psychology Major
Competencies developed the guidelines for

the undergraduate major in psychology and
stated that the ideal curriculum should train
students in research. Student researchers
must not only design and carry out research,
but also be knowledgeable about the ethical
conduct of research.
Students conducting research with
human research participants must adhere
to the same ethical principals as any
other researcher. The current regulations
governing research with human research
participants can be traced to the famous
Belmont Report (Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1979), which was
produced by the National Commission
for the Protection of Human Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Research. This
commission was created following the
passage of the National Research Act in
1974 and asked “to identify the basic ethical
principles that should underlie the conduct
of biomedical and behavioral research
involving human subjects and to develop
guidelines which should be followed to
assure that such research is conducted in
accordance with those principles” (para
1). The commission’s report has come to
be called the Belmont Report because the
commission deliberated in the Belmont
Conference Center in Elkridge, Maryland.
The Belmont Report identified
three principles that form the core of
ethical conduct of research: a) respect for
persons—“individuals should be treated as
autonomous agents, and second, that persons with diminished autonomy are entitled

to protection;” b) beneficence—“maximize
possible benefits and minimize possible
harms;” (para 18) and c) justice—ensuring
that individuals are not imposed upon in the
research process when they will not directly
benefit from the research results.
The National Research Act required
that all research funded by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare (later
renamed the Department of Health and
Human Services) be reviewed by a committee to review, approve, and monitor the
research to ensure the ethical protection of
human participants. These committees are
called Institutional Review Boards (IRBs).
Most college and university campuses now
have IRBs. At institutions with IRBs, all
researchers embarking on a project involving
human research participants must adhere to
their institution’s rules regarding the review
of research and application procedures. Even
for the experienced researcher, ethical issues
arise during the research process. In this
article, we discuss steps in the research process where ethical issues are most commonly
encountered. We provide tips for how each
issue can be appropriately managed.
Most professional organizations for
scientists have developed codes of ethical conduct. For example, the American
Psychological Association developed a code
of ethics that covers not only research that
psychologists might conduct, but also covers
activities related to education and other
professional roles, such as therapists, consultants, etc. (Ethical Principles, 2002; 2010).
FALL 2010 | EYE ON PSI CHI
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Psi Chi has also developed a statement
detailing the organization’s recommendations for researchers (Ethics in Research,
2010). Students who receive a research
award from Psi Chi must document that
their projects were reviewed and approved
by the IRBs at their home institutions.

Participants Must Be Volunteers
Following the principle of “respect for
persons,” researchers must approach prospective subjects as volunteers who should
be informed of the purpose and nature of the
research and asked whether they would like
to participate. Similarly, researchers must
allow participants to withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. Often
research conducted by psychology faculty
and student researchers recruit participants
from department subject pools. The subject
pools include students enrolled in psychology courses. In exchange for participation in
research, students receive points that can be
used for course points. When participants
are informed of the study, they learn of their
right to withdraw at any time and how many
points of the total would be received. In
our experience, there is a common norm of
awarding points based on the time spent in
the study up to the point of withdraw. For
short, single session studies, this might be
full credit. For studies that involve multiple
sessions or a long first session, participants
are likely to receive partial credit.

Providing Compensation
for Participants
Often researchers provide compensation to
participants as a “thank you” for their taking
the time to complete a survey or to attend
a session at a particular time and place.
Because it is important that participants be
volunteers, researchers must be mindful not
to offer an amount of compensation that may
inadvertently coerce participants. Coercive
compensation would be any amount that
would be “too much to turn down.” The
amount that may be coercive varies from setting to setting. In the setting, one would want
to reflect on how easily participants might
earn comparable amounts of compensation
doing activities other than the research. The
compensation for the research should not be
more than what a typical participant could
easily earn for a comparable amount of time.
Participants recruited from psychology
subject pools are generally compensated with
points for class or money, but not both.
20
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Recruiting Participants
In the IRB application, researchers are
required to describe in detail the recruitment plan. How will participants be initially
contacted and invited to participate in the
research? Researchers may use posted flyers
in schools or daycare centers, newspaper
advertisements, in-class announcements,
email invitations, letters to parents, etc.
Whatever the method, the IRB application
must include copies of the exact text and
images that will be used to attract participants to your study. In those cases in which
flyers will be posted in restricted locations
(e.g., hospitals, schools, businesses), the IRB
application must also include permissions
from officials at each site. A permission letter would state that the official is aware of
your study and has granted you permission
to post your flyer on the premises or disseminate your research solicitation through
other means (e.g., employee listserv, email,
meeting).

Avoiding Coercion During Recruitment
Researchers who conduct studies involving
college students must always be mindful
of the possibility that coercion can occur
during recruitment. When a research study
is introduced to a class of students by the
instructor, students may feel unable to say no
out of a fear that their failure to participate
will be viewed as socially undesirable by the
teacher. There may be a perception that the
failure to participate may negatively impact
their grade in the course. IRBs always want
to know that students invited to participate
in research studies in exchange for some
course credit have access to no research
opportunities to obtain comparable course
credit.

The Process of Informed
Consent is More Than Obtaining
a Signature on a Form
In order for prospective research participants to volunteer for any study, they must
understand the purpose and nature of the
study. Informed consent cannot occur if
participants do not fully understand what
will occur in the study. Comprehension failure commonly occurs because the language
in informed consent forms contains jargon
and/or technical language. The researcher
should always be mindful of the likely reading level of the research population and to
prepare written documents appropriately.
For research populations involving the

general English-speaking public, it is recommended that researchers prepare documents
at a sixth to eighth grade reading level. For
research populations involving non-English
speakers or those for whom English is a
second language, the process of informed
consent can be achieved with interpreters.
When research involves participants
under the age of 18, parental consent
must be obtained. Before the child can be
contacted, parents must provide permission. Researchers generally parents with
information about the study and invite them
to allow their child to participate. The child
must also agree to participate. The process of
informing the child is referred to as Assent.
The processing of assent varies depending on
the age of the child. The researcher must be
aware of what language the child will be able
to understand. For a teenager or older child,
the researcher may prepare an informational
form similar to the parental consent form
and even collect a signature on the form. For
very young children, researchers generally
do not collect signatures.
For research involving deception,
researchers must document for the IRB that
the research cannot be feasibly conducted
without using deception. Participants are
informed of as much of the purpose of the
study as possible. For example, participants
should be informed of the tasks that will
be performed, procedures that will be
encountered, the length of the study, etc.
Researchers are required to inform participants the nature of the deception following
the study. The process is referred to as
debriefing. During debriefing, the research
should explain what deception was used and
why the deception was necessary.

Communicating the Purpose
of Your Research
The IRB will want to know not only what
procedures you plan to implement in
your research, but also the purpose of the
research. The burden of the research that
falls on the participant must be balanced
with some benefit. Sometimes participants
may experience a direct benefit from their
participation in research. More often, it is
society that will one day benefit if the results
of the research contribute to some advancement in knowledge. Research without a clear
purpose that is unlikely to produce a benefit
to anyone would not be worth the cost (i.e.,
participants’ time and effort). Many IRBs
require researchers to submit a research plan
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so that the pre-existing literature and likely
benefits of the research can be evaluated.

Handling/Protecting Participants’ Data
The IRB will want to know how the data
that are collected will be accessed and
stored throughout the duration of its use.
Researchers must always be mindful that
data can be accessed inappropriately (i.e.,
hacked) if stored on a computer that is connected to the Internet. Researchers should
restrict access to the data to only those who
play a key role in the research project and
have proper training in the ethical conduct
of research. The data management plan
should include information about when and
how data will be destroyed in the future. The
American Psychological Association (2002)
recommends that researchers retain research
data for at least five years following the publication of the research findings. Retaining
the data for this length of time ensures that
the researcher has ample opportunity to
share the data with other researchers who
may have interest in replicating or challenging the findings.
Navigating the procedures and paperwork of IRBs can be daunting for student
researchers. The IRB office at your institution is there to help. Too often, researchers
have questions about the review process and
neglect to pick up a phone to call their IRB

office. Your IRB staff is in the best position
to advise you as you prepare your IRB application. Most often, when you call, you will
find a group of people who not only enjoy
their role in protecting the well-being of
human research participants, but also enjoy
their role in facilitating research on their
campuses.

Wade, N. (2010, August 21). Harvard finds scientist guilty of
misconduct. New York Times, pp. A1.
Weindling, P.J. (2005). Nazi medicine and the Nuremberg Trials:
From medical war crimes to informed consent. London: Palgrave
Macmillan.
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990 -N Authorization Form
The IRS code changed recently requiring all non-profit organizations to
file a tax return regardless of the amount of income or revenues received.
Psi Chi’s accountants prepared an authorization form that will allow the
Psi Chi Central Office to file a 990-N on behalf of each chapter. As long
as someone from the chapter completes this form, your chapter will
not need to file the 990-N because the Central Office will be authorized
to file on your behalf. Forms must be signed in order to be valid. This
form can be found at www.psichi.org/pdf/990NAuthorization.pdf and
should be submitted to the Central Office.
Chapters can find their EIN and/or charter number by logging into
the Psi Chi website as the chapter administrator or by emailing
psichi@psichi.org
Chapters that choose not to file this authorization form will be
required to file a tax return with the IRS themselves.
Questions about this process can be directed to Michele Rumpf at
michele.rumpf@psichi.org or at (423) 756-2044.
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Never doubt
that a small group
of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world.
Indeed it is the only thing
that ever has.
Margaret Mead
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Chapter Growth

Building a
Strong
Ofﬁcer
Team
Susan E. Becker, PhD
Mesa State College (CO)

E

xperienced chapter advisors know
that you can have good years, and
you can have challenging years
working with Psi Chi officer teams. While
the type of year a chapter has may be
partly due to chance, we as advisors also
have an opportunity to teach important
leadership skills. Chapter advisors need a
large tool kit of ideas to help officer teams
develop leadership, learn about their own
strengths, and experience the power of a
well-functioning team. The opportunity
to learn leadership and team building
skills is important for undergraduates
both in their education and in their future
employment.
A well-functioning team is identified
by a set of specific characteristics (adapted
from Johnson & Johnson, 2009):
• A specific, well-defined purpose exists
that is unique to the team.
• Shared leadership responsibilities
exist among members and those
responsibilities are clear.
• There is both team and individual
work, and the team is developing
products or producing outcomes.
• Effectiveness is measured directly by
assessing team productivity.

Meet Your Mates
Objective:
Get to know people’s names in a group in order
to break the ice and discover commonalities and
differences within a group
Procedure:
Provide a group with a list of four to five questions that each person answers privately on a
sheet of paper or note pad. Then the group is
charged with going around and finding other
people who share their answers and writing
names by the items that match. If you want to
add in a competitive component, you can tell
them the person with the most matches wins.
Give them about 10 minutes to “interview” each
other.
You can write questions that match the general
topic or characteristic of the group or meeting,
or they can be fairly generic. It’s nice to have a
couple spontaneous questions involving the current group discussion/composition.
Here is a sample of possible questions:
1. What is your favorite type of ethnic food?
2. What was your favorite movie you saw in the
last year?
3. What is your least favorite household chore?
4. What is your favorite type of pet?
5. What’s your secret “vice”
6. What type of job did you have growing up
that you liked the least?
7. What is something your boss does that you
really like?
Discussion Questions:
1. How many matches did you find?
2. How do you feel about the people in your
group now?
3. How has your comfort level with the group
changed?
Materials Required:
1. White board or dry erase or some other
method of providing questions.
2. Small pads of paper for participants and
writing materials.
3. Space to move around in.
Approximate Time Required: 15 minutes
Source: Wakonse West Conference on College Teaching. (June, 1993)
Sponsored by University Teaching Center, University of Arizona.

• Both team and individual
accountability are evident.
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• Team celebrations occur.
• Individual efforts that contribute to the
team’s successes are also recognized and
celebrated.
• Meetings have open-ended discussions
that include active problem solving.
• In meetings, members discuss, decide,
and perform real work together.
To develop a well-functioning officer
team, you need to help members start the
year positively and begin building skills right
away. Ice-breaker activities are a fun way to
help new officers get comfortable with each
other and get to know each other’s preferences and values. Meet Your Mates is an
example of a quick, flexible, and effective ice-

breaker activity. An effective ice-breaker will
also begin to build trust among members
of the team. Trust has two basic components—being trusting and trustworthy.
Trust-building activities give the officers an
opportunity to behave in trustworthy ways,
and will increase their trusting behavior
toward each other. These exercises can help
officer teams gain confidence in each other,
and open the way to more genuine discussions. Trust exercises can also build team
self-efficacy, so that they feel empowered to
accomplish tasks together. The Blind Trust
Walk is a fun and effective trust-building
activity that can be adapted for different
environments and different capabilities of
the members.
A functioning officer team will have

Blind Trust Walk
Objective:
To encourage the experience of trustworthiness and trusting behavior in teams
Procedure:
Have working group divide into pairs, preferably with those they know the least. Give each
pair a blindfold and explain that they will take turns leading each other around the environment blindfolded. In addition, once they leave the room/workspace, they will need to guide
each other nonverbally, without speaking (guiding touch is fine). It’s a good idea to give them
5 minutes to work out their signals for start, stop right, left, up, down, etc… before they put
on the blindfold and stop talking. I typically encourage some kind of continuous contact by
the arm for example. Then give the teams about 10 minutes to take turns being leader and
blind follower.
This activity is primarily recommended for adults or careful teens. I have even done this
activity outside in a wooded area on a teen retreat.
Discussion Questions:
1. How did it feel to be the leader?
2. How did it feel to be the blind follower?
3. What did you learn about being trusting and trustworthy?
Materials Required:
1. A set of blindfolds—half as many as the size of your group. Bandanas folded on the
diagonal work well for this.
2. Method of keeping time
3. A large area safe for exploration.
Approximate Time Required: About 30 minutes including discussion.
Source: Susan Becker, PhD, Mesa State College.
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shared goals for their chapter. To work
toward shared goals, it is important for
team members to clarify their own personal
motivation for being a leader in their Psi Chi
chapter. Discussing personal goals helps the
officer team to work on avoiding conflicts
of interest between individual and group
goals. Being aware of how working on an
officer team can help individuals meet their
own goals results in reduced conflict and a
higher-achieving team (Wolfe & Box, 1988).
Once the officers are aware of each other’s
own agendas, they can then discuss team
goals for their chapter.
As advisors, we have the role of helping
the officer group develop a shared agenda
for the year. One strategy for developing
a functional team agenda is to introduce
creativity into the process. The Team Islands
Game is a nice example of an activity that
encourages teamwork and creativity, and
starts the officer team thinking about how
they can develop the best ideas together.
Once a list of possible goals and activities
is developed, it is important to help the
officer team evaluate the functionality of
their goals. Functional goals are specific,
trackable and measureable, achievable but
challenging, relevant to the social context of
the chapter, and ideally will include transferable knowledge. The officer team is then
responsible for deciding how to proceed.
There are a number of group decisionmaking strategies: by authority, or by vote,
are just two examples. For a small (3-8
members) officer team, decision making by
consensus is a functional way to organize
the team decision-making. In this way, the
officer team maximizes incentives for sharing responsibility and outcomes. Decisions
by vote, or by authority, tend to reduce the
incentive of those who had opposing views
to participate (Shepperd, 1993).
Training officer teams in consensus building and avoiding processes of groupthink
(Driskell, Goodwin, Salaas & O’Shea,
2006; Janis & Mann, 1977) is important
to maintain group trust and positive
accomplishment. Conflict is useful because
it can maximize the quality of the decisionmaking process, so members need to seek
out differences of opinion. Developing
effective consensus takes practice and the
Spare Change exercise is a learning activity
designed to help chapter advisors observe
and facilitate that practice. Decision making
by consensus is an interpersonal process
where group members have to self-monitor

Chapter Growth

their own communication behavior, as well
as listen actively to what other members
are communicating (adapted from Johnson
& Johnson, 2009). There are a number of
effective strategies for making decisions by
consensus:
1. Seek out differences of opinion—
encourage all group members to express
multiple opinions, to avoid groupthink.
2. Present one’s own position as clearly and
logically as possible.
3. Critically analyze the positions of others
without getting personal
4. Encourage all group members to present
the best case possible for what they want
or believe.
5. Encourage all members to change their
minds when persuaded by a better idea.
6. Avoid conflict-reducing procedures such
as tossing a coin, bargaining, averaging,
and majority vote.
7. Encourage each member to keep the goal
of reaching the best decision possible in
mind.
An advisor’s role also includes helping the
officer team learn to maximize communication. Of course chapters should hold regular
meetings, but officer teams should also meet
regularly, outside of chapter meetings (we
meet the week before). Advisors want to help
the officer team pay attention to verbal and
nonverbal communication: for example, pay
attention to where officers sit at meetings
and encourage them to be welcoming to new
members not just verbally, but nonverbally
as well. For project work, the officer team
needs effective means of communication
to involve all members in project tasks and
to see that tasks are completed. Electronic
communication can be very effective for this
purpose, as long as the officer team sets a
norm of everyone responding to everyone
else, and checking in regularly as tasks are
completed. Fallout Shelter is an excellent
exercise to conduct either with the officer
team or with the chapter membership, to
emphasize the importance of good communication to resolve controversial decisions.
As a chapter officer team begins to
develop good team habits, the advisor may
encourage a push toward positive interdependence. This style of group functioning
is most effective for ongoing teams where
unpredictable challenges may occur, such

Team Islands
Objective:
To help teams work together to solve a problem; to stimulate creative thinking. This is also
a good energizer for a group.
Procedure:
Explain that this activity will require the teams
to think fast and engage in problem solving
together. Explain that there will be several
rounds and create teams of 3 to 4 people per
team (teams should all be the same size) and
give each team a newspaper island (unfolded
sheet).

5. “Start!”
6. “Good job again. Now fold the paper in half
again.”
7. “Start!”
Continue this process until the paper is ridiculously small and someone finally figures out
that they can just get up on furniture instead of
using their tiny island.
Discussion Questions:
1. How did teamwork help you with your
shrinking island?

1. “When I say start each team needs to get
their feet off the floor.”

2. How did this activity stimulate your team’s
creativity?

2. “Start!” (at this point all teams will jump on
their newspaper island)

Materials Required:

3. “Good job that was fast. Now step off your
island and fold it in ½ and put it back on
the floor.”
4. “When I say start, each team needs to get
their feet off the floor.”

1. Sheets of newspaper
2. Workspace with furniture moved slightly
back out of the way.
Approximate Time Required: 10 minutes
Source: Adapted from Wilderdom: http://wilderdom.com/games

Spare Change
Objective:
To help teams develop strategies of problem
solving; to give the team an opportunity for
coached decision making.
Procedure:
Have your entire team sit in a circle and pull
out all the spare change in their wallet, pocket,
or purse. Have each individual count her or his
own spare change and then put it all in a pile
in the middle of the group. The group’s task is
now to decide what to do with the money. The
rules are that any decision is reasonable as long
as they all agree unanimously. You can also let
them know that the best decisions are made
after a thorough discussion.
Use this decision making opportunity to coach
the team on strategies for making decisions by
consensus:
• Seek out differences of opinion: encourage
all group members to express multiple
opinions, to avoid group think

the best case possible for what they want or
believe
• Encourage members to change their minds
when persuaded by a better idea
• Avoid conflict-reducing procedures such as
tossing a coin, bargaining, averaging, and
majority vote
• Encourage them to keep the goal of
reaching the best decision possible in mind
(Note: one solution is for them to each take
their own money back)
Discussion Questions:
1. How do you feel about the group’s decision?
2. What was difficult for you about
participating in this kind of decision
making?
3. What type of decision making do you think
will work best for this group?

• Present their positions as clearly and
logically as possible

Materials Required: None

• Critically analyze the positions of others

Approximate Time Required: 15 minutes

• Encourage all group members to present

Source: Susan Becker, Ph.D. Mesa State College
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Fallout Shelter
Objective:
To provide a decision-making situation where controversy will occur.
Procedure:
1. Form equal-sized groups from the people
available (groups of 4-6 are ideal). One group
comprising a leadership team is appropriate.
2. Each group member individually completes
the Fallout Shelter Ranking task (http://
letscollaborate.org/pdf/CE100-FalloutShelter.
pdf).

the more accurate the group’s (or individual’s)
ranking.
Discussion Questions:
1. How did your rankings come out, were you
better off with the group ranking or your own
individual ranking?
2. How did you feel about your group’s decisionmaking process when coming to consensus?
3. What improvements to communicating will
help your group make decisions in the future?

3. Then give the group another copy of the
Ranking Task to fill out by coming to consensus.
Every member should agree with the ranking
and be able to explain the rationale behind the
ranking of each item.

Materials Required:

4. Score the accuracy of the group’s rating
compared to their individual rankings by
comparing to the experts’ ranking provided.
Find the absolute difference between the group’s
ranking and the experts’ ranking for each item,
and add them together. The lower the score

• Writing implement

• Fallout shelter ranking sheets: one per person
plus one per group.
• Expert ranking answer sheet: one per group.

Approximate Time Required: 30-40 minutes
Source: Adapted from Exercise 8.5 in Johnson, D. W., & Johnson, F. P.
(2009). Joining together: Group theory and group skills. Columbus,
Ohio: Pearson.

Tower Building
Objective:
To provide an opportunity to observe leadership
behavior in a situation with intergroup competition
and intragroup cooperation. This exercise will highlight leader and follower roles and behaviors.
Procedure:
1. The exercise facilitator serves as a judge to
determine which tower is a) the tallest, b) the
strongest, and c) the cleverest. The facilitator may
recruit another member to help judge.
2. Divide large group into equal-sized teams (at
least 3 members per team). If more members are
available, create large teams
(6 or 7) so each team can have an observer.
3. Each group receives a box of supplies containing
construction paper, newsprint, tape, magazines,
crayons or markers, pipe cleaners, scissors, and
glue stick. It’s okay to set the scale and assortment
of supplies to match the environment of the task
as long as each team has equal supplies.
4. This is a nonverbal exercise: no talking among
group members or between groups
is allowed.

better the prize, the more engaging the conflict
will be). Candy is usually a good choice.
Discussion Questions:
1. How did you communicate and work together
as a team without talking?
2. Who took on leadership roles and who took
on follower roles?
3. How did your team maintain a positive
working relationship with no talking?
Materials Required:
Tower building supplies:
• Magazines
• Pipe cleaners
• Newspaper and construction paper
• Markers or crayons
• Scissors
• Tape
• Glue stick
Method of keeping time

5. The groups have 20 minutes to build their towers.

Approximate Time Required: 20-30 minutes
or up to an hour, depending on materials and
age and capability of group

6. During the 20 minutes, judges meet to decide
how they will evaluate the towers and determine
the winning team, which will win the prize (the

Source: Adapted from Exercise 5.8 in Johnson, D. W., & Johnson, F. P.
(2009). Joining together: Group theory and group skills. Columbus,
Ohio: Pearson.
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as may happen with a group of college
students. When a team is interdependent,
leadership and participation are distributed
among all team members and all members
are involved in team decisions (Johnson,
2003). The team members then feel committed to implementing those group decisions.
To learn interdependence, officer teams
will need some training on being able to perform a diversity of functions: for example,
the chapter vice president should feel prepared to run a meeting if the president is not
available, or to serve as secretary, should that
officer not be there. Likewise, each member
of the officer team should feel comfortable
filling in at an event and communicating
with the absent members what took place,
and what decisions were made. In addition,
a well-functioning team has members who
pay attention to both task and maintenance
functions (Humphrey, Morgeson, &
Mannor, 2009). Task functions have to do
with getting a job done; keeping track of
who does what and what time line is needed
for success. Maintenance functions have to
do with keeping the personal relationships
in the officer team on track; creating a fun
environment, relieving tension, and helping
to facilitate positive communication. Tower
Building is a great exercise for highlighting
the importance of both the need for task
and maintenance functions to be met and
interdependence in completing a project.
This active learning experience can be helpful to an officer team as they learn what their
leadership styles tend to be, as well as an
activity the officer team could facilitate with
the whole chapter.
One challenge I have experienced almost
every year as a chapter advisor has to do
with maintaining motivation in the officer
team for the goals they have set out to
accomplish. It helps to prioritize goals and
encourage a realistic timeline for projects
based on your experience with your specific
campus. When officer teams see that they
can accomplish tasks and they have developed trust in each other and themselves,
it will be easier for them to stay motivated
(Klein, et al., 2009). Continuing to develop
trust and a fun, motivated environment is
important to a well-functioning officer team.
There are several suggestions for
continuing team development with your
officer team. We do a training event at the
beginning of each semester, which typically
includes a trust/team-building activity.
The Human Knot is an example of a more

Chapter Growth

advanced trust-building activity where
the team can practice communication and
problem solving in a fun, active way. Other
ideas for mid-year team training include
ropes courses, team adventure activities, or
an officers’ retreat.
A major challenge to officer teams staying motivated is when there is conflict or
controversy between team members. The
most active, and unpleasant role a chapter
advisor may take on with the officer team
is when addressing such problems. Rather
than waiting until it happens, and hoping
it doesn’t, a chapter advisor may be better
served to do some training with the officer
team on handling conflict and controversy.
The above-mentioned exercises provide
active opportunities for officer teams to
develop skills for handling conflict constructively. Serving as a Psi Chi officer on a
well-functioning officer team gives students
an opportunity to develop group leadership
skills. These skills include leading a team to
goal accomplishment and developing communication skills; students will gain trust
in the power of well-functioning teams and
feel more confident in being able to recreate a well-functioning team in their future
careers.
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Human Knot
Objective:
To experience communication and trust building through positive physical contact and
problem solving.
Procedure:
Be aware that the activity involves close physical proximity and touching potentially in
sensitive places! It can be used as a first activity in an adventurous program; however, if
the program is less adventurous, or group members potentially will have significant problems with such proximity (e.g., due to culture, or social or psychological problems), then
Human Knot could be introduced later in a program.
• Ideal group size is approximately 10, but it can be done with anywhere from about 7
to 16; much higher or lower and the task doesn’t really work. The more in a group, the
more difficult the task, partly because of the complexity, and partly because there is
physically less room to move.
• Ask participants to form a circle, shoulder-to-shoulder. Encouraging/urging
participants to all stand closer can be a subtle way of helping to prepare them for what
is about to come.
• Ask participants to each place a hand in the middle of the circle and to grasp
someone’s hand who is not right next to them.
• To emphasize learning of names and get a bit of fun going, ask participants to
introduce themselves to the person they are holding hands with.
• Then ask participants to put their other hand in the middle, grasp a different person’s
hand, and introduce themselves.
• Don’t let participants let go of hands; some will be tempted to think the activity might
then be over, but it is only just starting.
• Explain to participants that what you’d like them to do is untangle themselves,
without letting go of hands, into a circle.
• Participants may change their grip so as to be more comfortable, but they are not to
unclasp and re-clasp so as to undo the knot.
• Stand back and see what happens.
• Be prepared to see little progress for quite some time (up to 10 minutes). However,
once the initial unfolding happens, the pace towards the final solution usually seems
to quicken.
• Most of the time a full circle falls out, but occasionally there are two or even three
interlocking circles. So, really the task is to sort the knot out into its simplest
structure.
Discussion Questions:
1. How do you feel about each other after completing this challenge?
2. What kinds of communication did you need to use to complete this task safely?
Materials Required: None
Approximate Time Required: Approximately 15 minutes
Source: Adapted from Wilderdom: http://wilderdom.com/games
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Awards & Grants

Psi Chi is pleased to offer
over $300,000 in awards and
grants to its members each
year. Don’t miss the exciting
opportunities and funding
these programs provide!
Here are some upcoming
deadlines to add to your
chapter calendar or website:

Bandura Graduate
Research Award

Newman Graduate
Research Award

Nanxin Li
Yale University (CT)
RA: Dr. Ronald S. Duman, PhD

Eric Hehman
University of Delaware
RA: Samuel Gaertner, PhD

Rapid Antidepressant Effects
of Ketamine: Role of Aascular
Endothelial Growth Factor

Where the Division Lies: Common
Ingroup Identity Moderates the
Cross-Race Recognition Effect

November 1

Clinical studies demonstrate
that glutamate NDMA receptor
antagonist ketamine produces
rapid antidepressant actions in
treatment-resistant depressive
patients. However, preliminary
behavioral studies using animal
models of depression with acute
ketamine administration have
shown inconsistent results. To
address this issue, we have tested
ketamine in three commonlyused animal models: forced swim
test, chronic unpredictable stress/
sucrose preference test, and noveltysuppressed feeding test. These
showed that a single injection
of ketamine produced rapid
antidepressant actions in all the
models. In addition, the molecular
mechanisms underlying the actions
of ketamine remain elusive. We have
demonstrated that ketamine upregulated hippocampal expression
of vascular endothelial growth
factors (VEGF) mRNA and protein
in stressed animals and VEGFFlk-1 signaling cascade mediated
antidepressant actions of ketamine
in aforementioned behavioral
models.

This research explored how the
salience of race or university group
boundaries would affect recall
of faces. Using a modified facial
recognition paradigm, on each
trial 8 Black and White faces were
spatially organized either by race
or university affiliation to induce
categorization primarily based on
one of these dimensions. When
grouped by race, participants had
superior recall for own-race faces
and university affiliation had no
effect. When grouped by university,
participants had superior recall
for own-university faces and race
had no effect. Using identical
stimuli across conditions, recall was
superior for ingroup targets on the
experimentally induced dimension
of categorization, supportive of
a social-categorization based
explanation of the cross-race effect.

Graduate Research Grants
Undergraduate Research Grants

December 1

Nanxin Li

Paper/Poster submissions for the APA/
Psi Chi Society Annual Convention
Poster submissions for the APS National
Convention
Denmark Faculty Advisor Award
Regional Chapter Awards
Regional Faculty Advisor Awards

Eric Hehman
Caitlin
Porter

Nanxin “Nick” Li graduated summa
cum laude with highest thesis honor from
Peking University (Beijing, China) in 2007,
with a BS in psychology. He worked in
the lab of Dr. Liang Li and received many
awards from Peking University including
President Fellowship and Academic Hope
Star Prize. Mr. Li is currently a graduate
student in behavioral neuroscience at Yale
University’s (CT) psychology department.
Under the direction of Dr. Ronald Duman, he
examines the neurobiological mechanism of
depression and antidepressant treatments.
He has recently been presented with a
Society Research Award from Psi Chi and
Scott Mesh Honorary Scholarship from
APA. Mr. Li holds of the position of campus
representative for the APA Graduate
Students Advocacy Coordinating Team.
After graduation, he would like to work in
an academic setting and conduct research
in the field of psychopharmacology and
biological psychiatry.
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Eric Hehman is entering his 4th year
of graduate school at the University of
Delaware as a student of Dr. Samuel
L. Gaertner. He received his BA (2001)
from the University of Massachusetts,
Dartmouth. His research interests include
intergroup relations more generally, but of
late have focused on emotional influences
in facial-recognition, as well as third party
interventions in intergroup conflict. He
prefers to examine intergroup phenomena
from social-cognitive, emotional, and
psychophysiological perspectives. In his
free time, Mr. Hehman travels as often and
broadly as possible, and frequently wishes
he had a dog.

Awards & Grants

Psi Chi/FBI Grant
The Psi Chi Research Grants Committee is pleased to announce the winner
of the Psi Chi/FBI National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crimes
(NCAVC) Internship Grant. Michael Yates of Gallaudet University (DC) was
the grant recipient for the fall 2009 internship.
This grant’s purpose is to further the goals of Psi Chi by providing funds
for undergraduate or graduate Psi Chi members to conduct research at the
FBI NCAVC. The NCAVC conducts empirical research on factors involved
in violent crime (e.g., maternal filicide, sexual exploitation of children,
domestic violence homicide, child abduction/homicide, and serial murder.)
Interns participate as team members in all aspects of the research. Psi Chi has
formed a partnership with the NCAVC to provide grants for NCAVC interns
who are Psi Chi members. Up to two $7,000 grants will be awarded annually
to support living expenses for Psi Chi members who are selected for one of
the 14-week unpaid NCAVC internship positions. One grant is available for
a qualified fall semester intern and one grant will be available for a qualified
spring semester intern.
Applicants for the FBI NCAVC internships must follow the application
procedures described at http://www.fbijobs.gov/232.asp. Staff members at the
NCAVC will select interns each semester based on the regular FBI NCAVC
selection process. Intern slots are not reserved for Psi Chi members and are
based on qualified candidates. For full details on the grant and all criteria,
please visit Psi Chi’s website, www.psichi.org.
Michael Yates is from Campbellsville, KY. He attended Brescia University (KY) for his
undergraduate degree in psychology and Eastern Kentucky University for his master’s in
clinical psychology. Mr. Yates is currently a doctoral student in clinical psychology at Gallaudet
University in Washington, DC. His research and clinical interests focus on neuropsychology
and forensic assessment of deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals. Recently, he was invited to
Italy to present his research on mental status evaluations of the deaf and hard-of-hearing.
Mr. Yates plans to do his doctoral internship within the military and combine his interests in
forensic neuropsychology to the interface of operational psychology. He plans to graduate
in May 2012. In addition to the Psi Chi grant, he has been awarded a two-year Eisenhower
Fellowship through the Department of Transportation, as well as a 2009 Scholastic Honors
Internship position through the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Undergraduate and Graduate
Research Grant Winners
Five undergraduates and nine graduates were recipients of Psi Chi Research
Grants that were due February 1. This grant program provides funds for Psi
Chi members to defray the cost of conducting a research project. The 200910 winners, along with their schools, research advisors, and project titles are
listed below.
Undergraduate Winners

Graduate Winners

Megan Black
James Madison University (VA)
Dr. Sherry Serdikoff (research advisor)
“Effects of Alcohol Preload on Alcohol’s
Reinforcing Efficacy in College Students”

Margaret Gullick
Dartmouth College (NH)
Dr. Elisa Temple (research advisor)
“An Investigation of the Brain Function
Supporting Historic Dates, Numbers, and
Events”

Carla Cook
University of North Texas
Dr. Shelley Riggs (research advisor)
“Childhood Experiences in the Family of
Origin: Associations With Adult Functioning”
Abdiel J. Flores
California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona
Dr. Bettina Casad (research advisor)
“An Examination of Moderators and
Mediators of Stereotype Threat Effects on
First-Generation College Students’ Academic
Performance”
Brittany Kemp
McDaniel College (MD)
Dr. Wendy Morris (research advisor)
“Exploring the Negative Stereotypes
of Singles: Does the Participant’s Own
Relationship Satisfaction and Perception of
Control Matter?”
Kristen Lawler
Quinnipiac University (CT)
Dr. Adrienne Betz (research advisor)
“Effects of Caffeine and Taurine on Fear
Expression in a Rodent Model”

Diandra Hilton
California State University Stanislaus
Dr. Dawn L. Strongin (research advisor)
“The Aging Brain: Indicators of
Presymptomatic Alzheimer’s Disease”
Lisa Jaremka
University of California, Santa Barbara
Dr. Nancy Collins (research advisor)
“The Endocrinology of Interpersonal
Rejection: The Relationships Between
Rejection, Cortisol and Progesterone, and
Affiliative Behavior”
Andrew Jorosz
University of Illinois at Chicago
Dr. Gary E. Raney (research advisor)
“The Effects of Alcohol on Problem Solving
and Creativity”
Carter A. Lennon
University of Connecticut
Dr. Blair T. Johnson (research advisor)
“Extending the Investment Model: Power
and Attachment in Intimate Relationships”
Erica Moses
University at Albany, SUNY
Dr. John P. Forsyth (research advisor)
“A Comparative Evaluation of Acceptance
and Cognitive Restructuring Techniques for
Coping With Acute Panic”
Carissa L. Shafto
University of Louisville (KY)
Dr. Frederic L. Wightman (research advisor)
“Auditory Statistical Learning Ability in
Children With Cochlear Implants: Insight Into
the Development of Speech Segmentation”
Benjamin G. Shapero
Temple University (PA)
Dr. Lauren B. Alloy (research advisor)
“Cognitive Flexibility and Life Experiences
Study”

Michael Yates receives a certificate of achievement from his supervisor with the FBI
National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crimes.

Anna Weinberg
Stony Brook University, SUNY
Dr. Greg Hajcak (research advisor)
“Neural Correlates of Error Monitoring in
Generalized Anxiety Disorder: Evidence From
Event-Related Potentials”
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Cousins Chapter Award
Congratulations to the Psi Chi
Chapter at Charleston Southern
University (SC) for winning the
2009-10 Psi Chi/Ruth Hubbard
Cousins Chapter Award. This award
recognizes the chapter that best
achieves Psi Chi’s purpose which
is “to encourage, stimulate, and
maintain excellence in all fields,
particularly in psychology, and to
advance the science of psychology.”
This award was established to honor
Psi Chi’s former executive director
Ruth Hubbard Cousins for her 33
years of dedicated service.
This award-winning chapter
received a $3,500 check, in addition
to travel expenses to the 2010 APA/

T

Psi Chi Society Annual Conference
in San Diego, CA, where the award
was presented.
Charleston Southern University
was chosen as the winning
chapter because of outstanding
accomplishments and activities

he fundamental attributes of an effective and productive Psi Chi
chapter are in short similar to the positive attributes of any organization focused on self-excellence and the advancement of a specific
principle. In the case of Psi Chi, that specific principle is the advancement
of the science of psychology through active members while maintaining
integrity and service within the member population. One would expect
with such a strong and motivated group of active participants the club
would naturally flourish; however this is not always the case. Like any
organization, movement, or chapter, there must be a strong and constant
foundation which anchors the chapter. This allows the chapter to build,
grow, and exceed the expectations set by overall guidelines. This anchor is
the key to the success or failure of a Psi Chi chapter, which is none other
than the consistent presence of a faculty advisor. This essential position is
then followed by dedicated and involved officers, as well as devoted Psi Chi
and Psychology Club members participating in service projects and on
campus activities.
The reason why a strong faculty advisor’s presence is so vital to a
successful chapter is simple: they are the constant entity in an organization
where the members are changing each year. A college club or organization
that lacks a form of leadership that is not stationary has to constantly
face the impending transfer of power. Officer election and transfer is an
important component of an organization, Psi Chi not being an exception.
However, the presence of a dedicated and involved faculty member is
invaluable. This is because in the event that succeeding officers are difficult
to find, the faculty advisor has the influence and experience to detect and
encourage future leaders. A student run club lacks the vital component
of a faculty advisor and runs the serious risk of decentralization and the
disillusionment of its members, eventually falling victim to apathy. With
the anchor of the club secured in a strong and dedicated faculty advisor,
the club members have a foundation on which to build a successful
chapter.
In the case of the Charleston Southern chapter, Psi Chi and Psychology
Club officers collaborate where the Psi Chi officers preside over both club’s
meetings. The benefit of this is having a larger population of members
available to participate in club activities and service projects. The officers
of Psi Chi and Psychology Club and the organization’s members of
Psychology Club make up the identity and structure of our organization.
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of its members during the past
3 academic years. The award is
granted to a chapter that excels
in the following areas: effective
programming of chapter activities,
effective membership practices, and
participation in Societyy and

regional activities.
Read further about the
Charleston Southern University
chapter’s outstanding activities and
their essay on how to build
an effective chapter.

The members of the executive board (president, vice-president, secretary,
and treasurer) must all be moving in the same direction and have excellent
communication in order to maintain momentum. Although the president
is the technical head of the club, the executive board really acts as a
four-member president, suggesting ideas and pushing the club forward
while still maintaining their own designated identities and fulfilling their
own designated assignments. Charleston Southern University’s Psi Chi
and Psychology Club officers meet weekly after club meetings to discuss
upcoming events, make suggestions, and discuss ways to improve the
organization and increase member participation. This leads into the
next critical component of a successful Psi Chi organization: member
participation.
Member participation is always a challenge for any club that bases
its activities around member attendance. However, the benefit our
chapter has besides a strong faculty advisor and motivated officers
is a student body that is deeply interested in participation in service
projects and helping our local community. Participation of members
that are not officers is many times easily achieved though vigorous email
notification, announcements by professors, and starting club meetings
with announcements of upcoming events within the organization. Our
Psi Chi and Psychology Club constantly outperform other organizations
as far as service projects and on campus activities, easily reaching around
14 projects each semester. Just this past fall semester, members collected
over 100 Christmas gifts for local under privileged children, attended
and raised money for heart and memory associations, raised money for
mission trips to Guatemala and India, and participated in multiple oncampus activates.
Success is defined and achieved in different ways pertaining to different
situations. The guidelines for success for one organization may not
necessarily be what will work for another. In the case of the Charleston
Southern University’s Psi Chi chapter, the essential presence and activity
of the faculty advisor, officers, and members working together helps
us be one of the most active organizations on campus. Because of this,
our ultimate goal of pursing community and academic excellence in a
Christian environment while furthering the study of and advancement of
psychology is achieved every day.

Charleston Southern University

Awards & Grants

Dr. Harold Takooshian Wins Denmark Faculty Advisor Award
2009-10 Denmark Winner’s Letter of Nomination
Dear Members of the Florence L. Denmark Faculty Advisor Award Committee:

Psi Chi congratulates Dr. Harold
Takooshian, psychology professor
at Fordham University–Lincoln
Center (NY), for being selected
as the winner of the 2009-10 Psi
Chi/Florence L. Denmark Faculty
Advisor Award. This prestigious
award is presented annually to the
one faculty advisor who best achieves
Psi Chi’s purpose and has made
outstanding contributions to the
field of psychology at local, regional,
national, and international levels.
The Denmark Award was
presented at the APA/Psi Chi
Society Convention. Dr. Takooshian
will also be honored this October
when Dr. Florence Denmark travels
to Fordham University to recognize
him and this accomplishment.
Dr. Takooshian’s deep commitment
and enormous involvement with Psi
Chi are described in his chapter’s
letter of nomination.
Harold Takooshian, PhD, has been on the
faculty of Fordham University (NY) since
1975. Inspired by his own legendary
teachers like Stanley Milgram and Florence
Denmark, he is known internationally for
inspiring students in many ways—an
innovative teacher, skilled mentor, tireless
organizer, and author promoting student
excellence. In line with Fordham’s emphasis
on “Cura Personalis” (the whole person),
he has promoted cocurricular activities as
the advisor of the three Psi Chi chapters
on Fordham’s three campuses. In 1993,
Ruth Cousins described him as “a national
treasure.” His past leadership roles
include a national officer or President
of Psi Chi (1993-2010) and two APA
Divisions (International Psychology in
2003, General Psychology in 2007), a U.S.
Fulbright Scholar to the USSR (1987-88),
and a teacher or consultant with several
universities in the USA and abroad. Details
on his work appear at http://takooshian.
socialpsychology.org or in Marquis’ Who’s
Who in America.

On behalf of the Fordham University–Lincoln
Center chapter of Psi Chi, I respectfully nominate
Dr. Harold Takooshian to receive the Psi Chi/Florence
L. Denmark Faculty Advisor Award in recognition of
his 26 years of continuous service as our Psi Chi Faculty
Advisor; service to the Psi Chi Society organization,
and the many significant contributions he has made
to psychology students, and the science of psychology
at the state, regional, national, and international levels
during the past 36 years.
Contributions as a Faculty Advisor: Dr. Takooshian
has assisted our Psi Chi student leadership establish
a strong program series that serves Fordham’s
preprofessional and graduate-level psychology students.
It should be noted that he has sponsored over 100
student publications or conference presentations.
Examples of popular Psi Chi programs included
“Graduate Programs in Psychology:” selecting
the program, timelines and guidance regarding
applications, and a panel of accomplished psychologists
who made short presentations and answered student
questions. “Conducting Psychological Research”
explored why conducting research is important, what
is entailed, how to select a professor-research mentor,
and how to publish your own psychology research.
“Conference Presentations” explained why conference
presentations matter, how to maximize your experience,
and how to prepare and present. Dr. Takooshian
prepared a checklist for students to help them present
more successful presentations and scheduled two
“mock-conference” presentation times when students
could practice their skills in front of a live audience.
For the “Celebration of 80 Years of Excellence at Yale
University,” Dr. Takooshian taught the importance
of reflecting upon the historical achievements in
psychology and organizing trips to Yale every 5 years to
join in celebrating the founding of Psi Chi.
Dr. Takooshian makes it easy for Psi Chi leaders to
serve and for students to participate. He contributes
to the quality of our functions by inviting well-known
psychologists, whom he has known for many years,
to speak or appear on panels at our Psi Chi activities.
Fordham psychology students are thus provided with
opportunities to meet and interact with exceptional
psychologists.
Service as Faculty Advisor and Member of Psi
Chi Board of Directors: Dr. Takooshian has served
continuously as faculty advisor to the Fordham
University–Lincoln Center Psi Chi Chapter since
1983, when he founded its chapter. In addition, he
has simultaneously served as the faculty advisor
of Fordham University’s Rosehill and Westchester
Chapters.
Dr. Takooshian served as the National Psi Chi
President in 1998-99. He has also served the Psi Chi
Board of Directors, and other committees. He has
written numerous articles which have appeared in the
Psi Chi Newsletter and Eye on Psi Chi.
Contributions at the State, Regional, National,

and International Levels: Perhaps one of the best
ways to illustrate the magnitude of Dr. Takooshian’s
contributions to Psi Chi is to note that if one searches
“Takooshian” on the Psi Chi Society website, such a
search produces 47 documents. One will find many
articles that he has written to help develop chapters
and psychology students, or increase one’s knowledge
about Psi Chi. Other documents provide example after
example of his decades of service to Psi Chi.
Dr. Takooshian’s major contributions to psychology
on a national level include his status as a fellow of the
APA, an honor bestowed upon roughly 7% of APA’s
60,000 members, “who have shown evidence of unusual
and outstanding contributions or performance in the
field of psychology.” He served as 2003 president of
APA Division 52, International Psychology and 2007
president of APA Division 1, General Psychology.
For at least two decades on a state and regional level,
Dr. Takooshian has been actively involved in organizing
and encouraging student participation in two to three
psychology conferences that are held in New York City
each year. He has served in various leadership roles the
New York Society for the Psychological Study of Social
Issues (SPSSI), and currently serves as committee chair.
To illustrate the depth his contributions to psychology
on a state and regional basis, I wish to mention just a
few activities over the past 3 months which he either
organized, helped organize, or served in a supporting
role: a town hall meeting attended with activist
Somaly Mam of Cambodia, author of Speak Truth to
Power: One Woman’s Fight Against Human Trafficking;
psychologist-historians who are involved in SPSSI-NY’s
effort to document “the history of psychology and social
issues in New York” spoke at a conference marking
the 75th anniversary of the Fordham University’s
psychology department, and included a presentation
by Dr. Florence L. Denmark, Dr. Takooshian, as well as
other well-known psychologists; the 20th Greater NY
Conference on Behavioral Research.
Dr. Takooshian has long been engaged in matters
concerning international psychology, often through
active involvement with the United Nations. Recently,
he hosted a 3-hour conference and reception on
international psychology at Fordham which featured
15 speakers in three workshops: the United Nations,
Publishing International Work, and Involving Students
in International Activities. He sponsored World Habitat
Day 2008 which featured two forums and a luncheon
at the United Nations and Fordham. The 2nd annual
Psychology Day at the United Nations offered a full day
of free activities for students and professionals.
I consider it an honor to nominate Dr. Harold
Takooshian to receive the Psi Chi/Florence L. Denmark
Faculty Advisor Award.
Respectfully,
Kathleen Schmid Koltko-Rivera
Fordham University–Lincoln Center
Psi Chi Chapter President
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Allyn & Bacon Awards
Psi Chi would like to thank Allyn
& Bacon publishers for sponsoring
the 2009-10 research award
competition. Cash awards were
provided by Allyn & Bacon to the
winners as follows: $1,000 for first
place, $650 for second place, and
$350 for third place.

Bradley D. Gossett

Kathryn L. Bollich

Kayla
Duperreault
Caitlin
Porter
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First Place:
Bradley D. Gossett
University of Central Arkansas
RA: Shawn R. Charlton, PhD

Second Place:
Kathryn L. Bollich
Southwestern University (TX)
RA: Traci Giuliano, PhD

Third Place:
Kayla Duperreault
Colorado State University
RA: David P. McCabe, PhD

Delayed Risk-Taking: Greater
Willingness to Gamble for FutureCompared to Present-Gambles

From Shy to “Fly”: Strategies to
Improve First Impressions of Shy
Individuals

The Influence of Long-Term
Representations on Refreshing
Information in Working Memory

There are many facets that factor
into decision-making. One such
facet is impulse-control, or the
ability to delay gratification when
faced with an immediate, but lesspreferred outcome and a delayed
but more-preferred outcome.
One method for quantifying the
degree to which an impulsive
decision is preferred is temporal
discounting (TD). Another facet of
decision-making is the likelihood
of receiving a desired outcome
and is often measured with
probability discounting (PD). In a
novel approach, the current study
created a combined TD/PD task to
determine if varying probability and
delay affects behavior. The results
indicate that rewards of uncertain
receipt, in the present, are seen as
riskier than rewards of the same
uncertainty offered at a delay.

Despite the prevalence of shyness
in the general population, little
research has explored strategies
that can combat the negative
misperceptions of shy people.
As such, the present study was
conducted to examine strategies
(i.e., acknowledgment, future
corrective action, and assured
liking) that shy individuals can
use to improve others’ perceptions
of them. Participants read a
hypothetical conversation that
included a shy target. As predicted,
participants formed a better
overall impression and liked the
target more when shyness was
acknowledged than when it was
not; moreover, implying future
corrective action or assuring liking
further improved the target’s overall
impression and likability. Overall,
the current study suggests that there
are effective strategies for offsetting
the negative initial impressions of
shy individuals.

Attentional refreshing is a
maintenance operation of working
memory that allows for the
brief reactivation of previously
encountered information. The
purpose of this study was to
replicate the delayed recall effect
findings of McCabe (2008), whereby
words from complex span tasks
were recalled more on a delayed
test than words from simple span
tasks. The covert retrieval model
explained that this effect results
from refreshing opportunities
during the processing portion
of the complex span task. It was
investigated whether the delayed
recall effect could be achieved with
items that lack long-term semantic
representations (i.e., non-words).
Results revealed the delayed recall
effect for words but not non-words,
suggesting that long-term semantic
networks are important for aiding
attentional refreshing in working
memory.

Kathryn Bollich is a recent graduate
of Southwestern University (TX) where
she majored in psychology and minored
in religion. Much of her senior year was
devoted to the social psychology lab at
Southwestern (headed by Dr. Traci A.
Giuliano) that examined self-presentation
strategies shy individuals can use to be
perceived more positively. She and her
lab completed five studies as her senior
year capstone, which have been variously
represented in her winning paper, in a
manuscript being prepared for publication,
and in presentations at regional and
national conferences (one of which received
a regional research award). Ms. Bollich
also served as a teaching assistant for a
research methods course, and she received
the psychology department’s Outstanding
Achievement in Psychology Award. She
will begin graduate school in Washington
University in St. Louis’ (MO) Social and
Personality PhD program this fall.

Kayla Duperreault, originally from
Edmonton, Canada, recently graduated
from Colorado State University with a
BA in psychology. As an undergraduate,
Ms. Duperreault was a member of Psi
Chi and was fortunate enough to work
in Dr. McCabe’s cognitive psychology
lab. With the help of Dr. McCabe, she
developed her senior thesis investigating
attentional refreshing in working memory.
She presented her research at the 2010
Rocky Mountain Psychological Association
Convention and was awarded Honors at the
2010 CURC. Ms. Duperreault plans to attend
graduate school to further her knowledge in
either cognitive or clinical psychology.

Bradley D. Gossett earned a dual bachelor’s
degree in psychology and sociology from the
University of Central Arkansas in May 2010.
Through course work and experiences
as an undergraduate research assistant,
Mr. Gossett discovered his primary research
interests to be in the study of discounting
(a measure of impulsivity) and cognitive
neuroscience (working memory). As an
undergraduate, Mr. Gossett worked on
research projects in areas related to
neuroscience, special education, and
sociology. Together with Drs. Shawn R.
Charlton and Ken Sobel (both of UCA),
Mr. Gossett presented at multiple
conferences and has completed several
research manuscripts. Mr. Gossett is
currently at Utah State University working
towards a PhD in behavioral analysis with
the hopes of becoming a college professor.

Awards & Grants

Model Chapter Awards

Kay Wilson Leadership Award

Thirty-two Psi Chi chapters
qualified for recognition as Model
Chapters during the 2009-10 year.
The Psi Chi Model Chapter Awards
Program annually recognizes
and rewards those chapters that
consistently maintain outstanding
records of membership inductions,
chapter correspondence,
service projects, and other
criteria associated with being an
outstanding chapter. Chapters do
not need to submit an application
for the Model Chapter designation.
All chapters meeting the criteria
are designated as winners and
receive a check for $100 noting their
achievement as a Model Chapter.
In addition, the winning chapters
are eligible to win subsequent years.
Eligibility is determined after the
end of the fiscal year (June 30).

Psi Chi is pleased to announce the 2009-10 Kay
Wilson Leadership Award for Outstanding Chapter
President, Elizabeth Fichtel of Xavier University
(OH). The Psi Chi/Kay Wilson Leadership Award
was established to honor Kay Wilson, the Executive
Officer of Psi Chi from 1991-2003. Under Kay’s
leadership, Psi Chi doubled its membership and
increased its grants, awards, and visibility. Kay not
only demonstrated excellence in leadership but also
realized the role Psi Chi plays in developing future
leaders in psychology. This award is dedicated to her
commitment for leadership.
The award is presented annually to one chapter
president who demonstrates excellence in leadership

A

The 2009-10 Model Chapter Award
winners are:
Adams State College (CO)
Bernard M. Baruch College, CUNY
Bradley University (IL)
Central Michigan University
Charleston Southern University (SC)
The Citadel (SC)
Eastern Michigan University
Francis Marion University (SC)
Hawaii Pacific University
Lehman College, CUNY
McDaniel College (MD)
Millersville University of Pennsylvania
Milligan College (TN)
Missouri Western State University
Morningside College (IA)
North Georgia College and State University
The Ohio State University at Newark
Campus
Rogers State University (OK)
Saint Vincent College (PA)
Texas State University–San Marcos
University of Central Arkansas
University of Central Florida at Cocoa
University of Central Missouri
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Louisville (KY)
University of Mary Washington (VA)
University of Texas Pan American
University of Wisconsin–Green Bay
Utah State University
Westfield State College (MA)
Wilkes University (PA)
Winthrop University (SC)

of the local chapter. Such leadership should assist
Psi Chi in achieving its purpose “to encourage,
stimulate, and maintain excellence in all fields,
particularly in psychology, and to advance the
science of psychology.”
As the winning Psi Chi chapter president,
Ms. Fichtel received a cash award of $500 and
travel expenses to attend the Psi Chi/American
Psychological Association’s Annual Convention
in San Diego, CA, to receive an engraved plaque
commemorating the award. Please see Ms. Fichtel’s
personal statement about her role as chapter
president.

Elizabeth Fichtel
Xavier University (OH)
Through psychology, Elizabeth Fitchel
hopes to apply her strengths and skills
to provide for an underserved group in
society: specifically mentally disturbed
children, adolescents, and adults.
Research and clinical experiences
have allowed her to develop the skills
for interactions with the patients. After
graduating from Xavier University,
Ms. Fitchel will be pursuing a graduate
degree in counseling psychology
at University of St. Thomas (MN). In
pursuing a higher degree in psychology,
she hopes to maximize her potential as
an individual and as a contributing and
critical member of the mental health
profession.

s I prepare to pass the presidential torch onto the newly elected
president of Psi Chi, I cannot help but beam with pride at the
wonderfully successful year we had. While there were many
memorable events, perhaps the most memorable was the Psi Chi speaker
series—Celebration of Women in Psychology. This incredible event was
made possible by the generosity of the Women of Excellence at Xavier
University. As recipients of a $7,000 grant, the Celebration of Women in
Psychology supported the mission of the Women of Excellence Giving
Circle and Xavier University, by educating all students about issues
that confront women and how psychological research can be applied to
understanding and overcoming these real world challenges that are often
minimized.
The Celebration of Women in Psychology offered seven events on
psychological issues related to women—body image, self-esteem, issues
relevant to minority women, and the development of women in the
workplace—by inviting successful, renowned women in psychology to
lecture on campus. Presenters included Dr. Nadine Kaslow of Emory
University (GA), Dr. Ann Kearney-Cook of the Cincinnati Psychotherapy
Institute (OH), and Dr. Robin Arthur of the Lindner Center of HOPE
(OH). This coincided with the Women of Excellence Giving Circle’s mission
and Xavier’s goal to educate and enrich the experiences of its students by
exposing all students to particular women’s issues that may not be covered
as in depth in the classroom.
Prior to this event there was a definite need for increased awareness and
focus on women’s issues at Xavier University. Like academia in general,
psychological work has been traditionally male dominated despite the fact
that at the undergraduate level, the majors are predominantly women. Thus,
it was extremely beneficial and motivational to sponsor successful female
psychologists. The lectures were not only informative but the hope is that
they inspired students and offered guidance to those students searching for
more direction within the broad field of psychology.
As the 2009-10 chapter president, I feel extremely honored to have
spearheaded efforts that brought such wonderful events to our chapter
and university. At first, I was a little hesitant to undertake such a huge
responsibility; however I was pleasantly surprised to find how much it
taught me about myself, fellow classmates, and the chapter executive
committee. What began as a very diverse group of individuals comprising
an executive board quickly became a cohesive group working together
to bring an exceptional event to our fellow classmates and community. I
consider myself to be a very independent and driven individual, yet each
task we undertook as a committee forced me to utilize the support, skills,
and talents of our team to achieve the greatest outcome. This is just one
example of how my time as the president of Psi Chi has impacted me, as I
am certain it will continue to do as I continue as a professional in the field
of psychology.
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Guilford
Undergraduate
Research Awards
The chair of the Psi Chi/J.P. Guilford
Undergraduate Research Awards
Committee, Dr. Maria Lavooy,
has announced the winners of the
competition. Psi Chi congratulates
these 2009-10 winners of the
Guilford Awards and wished them
continued success.

Stacy Mathis

Madeleine Moser

Tracey Porter
Miser
Caitlin
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First Place:
Stacy Mathis
Southwestern University (TX)
RA:Traci Giuliano, PhD

Second Place:
Madeleine G. Moser
Earlham College (IN)
RA: Katherine Milar, PhD

Third Place:
Tracey Miser
Ohio State University at Newark Campus
RA: Julie M. Hupp, PhD

Perceived Effectiveness of SelfPresentation Strategies Designed
to Improve Perceptions of Shy
Individuals

The Malleability of Memory for
Actions and Objects

Variations in SES, Home
Environment, and Childcare on
Child Language Abilities

Little research has explored
how shy individuals can combat
others’ negative perceptions of
them. To address this gap, the
present study was conducted to
examine the effectiveness of several
self-presentation strategies (i.e.,
acknowledgment, future corrective
action, and assured liking) for shy
individuals. Participants completed
an online survey in which they rated
their perceptions of a shy student
in a hypothetical conversation. The
results indicated that acknowledging
shyness resulted in a better overall
impression than not acknowledging
shyness, and indicated that the
strategies of future corrective
action and assured liking resulted
in better overall impressions
of shy individuals compared to
acknowledgment alone. Importantly,
the strategies highlighted in
the present study may help shy
individuals to make the best possible
impressions.
Stacy Mathis graduated summa cum laude
from Southwestern University (TX) with a
major in psychology and a minor in religion.
At Southwestern, she worked in Dr. Traci
Giuliano’s research lab investigating the
factors that influence the perceptions of shy
individuals, and she served as the secretary
of Southwestern’s Psi Chi chapter. Ms.
Mathis presented with her lab in Boston at
the APS’s convention in May and also won a
Psi Chi research award at the 2010 meeting
of the SWPA, which was held in Dallas, TX.
In addition to Psi Chi, her honors include Phi
Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Kappa, and
Alpha Chi. Ms. Mathis will be attending
Texas Tech University in the fall where she
will be pursuing her PhD in counseling
psychology.

This study examined whether a
misinformation effect could be
found for actions and objects.
The effect was defined as more
errors being made about certain
items by participants exposed
to misinformation than control
participants. Participants (N = 97)
were college students between 18
and 23 years of age. Participants
viewed photographs containing
action and object critical items. In
sentences describing them, some
participants were misinformed
about actions, others about objects,
and others were not misinformed.
Errors, confidence ratings, and
reaction times for critical items were
recorded from a final recognition
memory test. A misinformation
effect was found for objects.
Participants misled about objects
made more errors and gave higher
confidence ratings for objects than
control participants.
Madeleine Moser graduated from Earlham
College (IN) majoring in psychology with
a minor in literature. Graduating Phi Beta
Kappa with academic and departmental
honors, she was proud to receive the
Whitely Award, a distinction placed upon
the top psychology major annually by the
psychology faculty. In April, she presented
this winning paper at the Mid-America
Undergraduate Psychology Research
Conference at the University of Southern
Indiana. While at Earlham, Ms. Moser
was a teaching assistant for Earlham’s
experimental psychology course and a peer
mentor for incoming freshman. In 2008, she
studied abroad in London and conducted
a field study at the Freud Museum. In
her free time, she loved singing with The
New Measures. Ms. Moser is currently in
Philadelphia pursuing the neuroscience
of learning as a research assistant at the
University of Pennsylvania. She would like to
thank her research advisor Dr. Kathy Milar
for all her help and support.

The present study investigated the
relationship between SES, home
environment, and amount of
childcare on the language of 3-, 4-,
and 5-year-old children. This study
also developed a parental report
measure of the home environment.
Results confirm the positive
relationship between language
and SES. Findings on the positive
relationship between language and
home environment, as measured
with the new Home Environment
Questionnaire (HEQ), are consistent
with previous research using
exhaustive observational and
interview measures. Furthermore,
results show that hours per week of
childcare are not related to language
after controlling for SES and home
environment. This study confirms
the validity of the new HEQ which
offers greater utility in measuring
home environment than other more
rigorous measures.
Tracey Miser graduated cum laude and
with a BA and research distinction in
psychology from The Ohio State University
at Newark in 2010. Ms. Miser was the
recipient of departmental and campus
honors, served as the secretary and
treasurer of the Psi Chi chapter, and
presented the results of her honors thesis at
local and regional conventions. Ms. Miser
is currently substitute teaching grades
K through 12 in Coshocton County, Ohio,
where she lives with her husband. She
has recently submitted her research for
publication in professional journals, is in the
process of applying to graduate programs in
experimental psychology, and is continuing
to collaborate on research with her former
thesis advisor, Dr. Julie Hupp. Ms. Miser
plans to begin graduate studies in the fall
of 2011 and looks forward to expanding
her research, quantitative, and professional
experiences.

Awards & Grants

Society Convention
Research Awards

Name of
Award or Grant

Submission
Deadline

Who Can Apply?

Award/Grant Amount

SuperLab
Research Grants

October 1

Graduate
Undergraduate

SuperLab software
Response pad

Thelma Hunt
Research Grants

October 1

Faculty, Graduate,
Undergraduate

Three grants
$3,000 each

Undergraduate Psychology
Research Conference Grants

October 1

Sponsor(s) of local and
regional conference

Up to $1,000 each
(number varies)

Graduate
Research Grants

November 1
February 1

Graduate

Up to $1,500 each
(number varies)

Undergraduate
Research Grants

November 1
February 1

Undergraduate

Up to $1,500 each
(number varies)

Regional
Research Awards

Deadlines Vary,
Fall/Winter

Graduate
Undergraduate

$300 each
(number varies)

2010 APA Convention
Award Winners

Denmark Faculty
Advisor Award

December 1

Faculty Advisor
(chapter nomination)

Travel expense to APA + Plaque

Erin M. Cerasaro
California State University, San Bernardino
Dr. David Chavez (research advisor)
“Resiliency Factors Effect on Relationship
Between Family Violence and PTSD”

Society Annual Convention
Research Awards

December 1

Graduate
Undergraduate

$500 graduate
$300 undergraduate

In 2009-10, up to eight awards each
were available to Psi Chi graduate
and undergraduate members
submitting the best research papers
for presentation during the Psi Chi
paper/poster sessions at the APA
and APS conventions. Four awards
of $300 each were awarded for
undergraduate members presenting
at APA and APS. One award of
$500 was awarded for a graduate
presentation at APA.

Elizabeth N. Dinh [graduate]
San Diego State University (CA)
Dr. Terry Cronan (research advisor)
“Effects of Physical Activity and Coping
Styles on Health Status”
Delaney Davis Downer
San Diego State University (CA)
Dr. Claire Murphy (research advisor)
“High Body Mass Index Intensifies Hunger
Rating in Older Adults”

2010 APS Convention
Award Winners
Kevin A. Callender
University of Michigan
Dr. Sheryl Olson (research advisor)
“Cheating Behavior in Young School-Age
Children Predicts Later Externalizing
Problems”
Elvina Wardjiman
University of Michigan
Dr. Kira Birditt (research advisor)
“Daily Interpersonal Tensions and Salivary
Cortisol: The Role of Personality Traits”

Regional Chapter Awards

December 1

Chapter

Twelve $500 awards + Plaque

Regional Faculty
Advisor Awards

December 1

Faculty Advisor
(chapter nomination)

Six $500 awards + Plaque

FBI NCAVC
Internship Grants

February 1
June 1

Graduate
Undergraduate

Two grants, up to $7,000 each

Bandura Graduate
Research Award

February 1

Graduate

Travel expense to APS + Plaque
+ 3yr APS Membership

Cousins Chapter Award

February 1

Chapter

One $3,500 award
+ Travel to APA + Plaque

Newman Graduate
Research Award

February 1

Graduate

Travel expense to APA + Plaque
+ 3yr journal subscription

Website Awards

February 1

Chapter

Three $200 awards

APS Summer
Research Grants

March 1

Undergraduate

CUR Summer
Research Grants

March 1

SRCD Summer
Research Grants

March 1

Summer
Research Grants

March 1

Kay Wilson
Leadership Award

April 1

Chapter President
(chapter nomination)

One $500 award + Travel to
APA + Plaque

Allyn & Bacon
Psychology Awards

May 1

Undergraduate

1st place—$1,000
2nd place—$650
3rd place—$350

Guilford Undergraduate
Research Awards

May 1

Undergraduate

1st place—$1,000
2nd place—$650
3rd place—$350

Faculty Advisor
Research Grants

June 1

Faculty Advisor

Twelve $2,000 grants

Model Chapter Awards

June 30

Chapters

$100 each chapter

Six $5,000 grants
($3,500/student + $1,500/sponsor)

Undergraduate

Two $5,000 grants
($3,500/student + $1,500/sponsor)

Undergraduate

Two $5,000 grants
($3,500/student + $1,500/sponsor)

Undergraduate

Fourteen $5,000 grants
($3,500/student + $1,500/sponsor)

Awards and grants are submitted online at the Psi Chi website at www.psichi.org
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Convention Calendar

O

ne of the many benefits Psi Chi offers its
members is the excellent series of programs the
honor society sponsors at
regional and Society annual
psychology conventions.
These programs provide
members with an opportunity to present their research
in a professional setting; to
participate in panel discussions, conversation hours,
symposia, and lectures with
eminent psychologists; and
to network with students,
faculty, and other psychologists from a wide variety of
backgrounds and interests.
Society Annual Conventions
For additional information about a Psi
Chi program to be held at a convention, contact the Psi Chi Central Office
or refer to the “Conventions” section
online at www.psichi.org/conventions
Regional Conventions
For additional information (such as
poster presentations) about Psi Chi
programs at regional psychological
association conventions, contact the
Psi Chi regional vice-president for that
region (see page 2), or refer to the
“Regional Conventions” section online
at www.psichi.org/conventions
Student Conferences
To recommend a student convention,
meeting, or program for inclusion in
the Convention Calendar, you may
e-mail that information to the Central
Office at psichi@psichi.org
The information you submit will also
be provided on the “Conventions”
section at www.psichi.org/conventions

PSI CHI SOCIETY CONVENTIONS

PSI CHI REGIONAL CONVENTIONS

May 25–29, 2011

March 3-6, 2011

October 29–31, 2010

23rd Annual Convention
of the Association for
Psychological Science
Washington, DC

Southeastern
Psychological Association
Hyatt Regency Hotel
Jacksonville, FL

2010 Synergy Conference
Auraria Campus
Denver, CO

For information:
Association for Psychological Science
Telephone: +1-202-293-9300
Email: convention@psychologicalscience.org
Web: www.psychologicalscience.org/convention/

Contact: Rosemary Hays-Thomas, PhD
Telephone: (850) 474-2070
Email: sepa@uwf.edu
Web: www.sepaonline.com
March 10–13, 2011

August 4–7, 2011

119th Annual Convention of the
American Psychological Association
Washington, DC
For information:
American Psychological Association
Telephone: +1-202-336-6020
Email: convention@apa.org
Web: www.apa.org/convention/
August 4–7, 2011

82nd Society Annual
Psi Chi National Convention
Washington, DC
For information:
Psi Chi Central Office
Telephone: +1-423-756-2044
Email: conventions@psichi.org
Web: www.psichi.org/conventions

Eastern Psychological Association
Hyatt Regency, Cambridge
Cambridge, MA
Contact: Arnold L. Glass, PhD
Telephone: (732) 445-4637
Email: epaexec@rci.rutgers.edu
Web: www.easternpsychological.org
April 7–9, 2011

Southwestern
Psychological Association
El Tropicano Hotel
San Antonio, TX
Contact: Dr. Raymond Russin
Telephone: (402) 426-7202
Email: russinr@sbcglobal.net
Web: www.swpsych.org
April 14–16, 2011

Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association
Radisson Hotel
Salt Lake City, UT
Contact: Diane Martichuski, PhD
Telephone: (303) 492-4246
Email: diane.martichuski@colorado.edu
Web: www.rockymountainpsych.org
April 28–May 1, 2011

Western Psychological Association
Wilshire Grand
Los Angeles, CA
Contact: Chris Cozby, PhD
Telephone: (928) 277-4660
Email: cozby.wpa@gmail.com
Web: www.westernpsych.org
May 5–7, 2011

Midwestern
Psychological Association
Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, IL
Contact: Brian Cronk, PhD
Telephone: (816) 271-4394
Email: secretary@midwesternpsych.org
Web: www.midwesternpsych.org
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OTHER MEETINGS

Web: http://psibeta.org/site/synergy-conference2010-oct-29-31-denver-co
November 7, 2010

The 22nd Greater New York
Conference on Behavioral Research
Touro Lander College for Women
New York City, NY
Web: www.spssi.org/ny
January 3-6, 2011

National Institute on the Teaching
of Psychology (NIToP)
The TradeWinds Island Grand Hotel St.
Petersburg Beach, FL
Web: http://nitop.org
April 9, 2011

Carolinas Psychology Conference
Meredith College
Raleigh, NC
Web: www.meredith.edu/psych/cpc/

INTERNATIONAL
November 15-20, 2010

International Seminar on the 50th
Anniversary of Stanley Milgram’s
First Obedience Experiments
Moscow, Russia
July 4–8, 2011

The 12th European Congress of
Psychology
The Istanbul Convention &
Exhibition Centre
Istanbul, Turkey
Sponsored by European Federation of
Psychologists’ Association
Web: www.ecp2011.org/

Convention Calendar

Division 52 National Speaker Network
Harold Takooshian, Rivka Bertisch Meir, and Ronald G. Shapiro (co-chairs)

W

ould it be great if a Psi Chi chapter could find a source of local
psychology experts to speak at
its campus? The American Psychological
Association now offers a free list of 212
experts who registered for the new APA
Speaker Network to share their expertise as
speakers to local student and community
groups. This national roster is arranged
in zip code order, with 212 APA Fellows
prepared to share their “unusual and outstanding” expertise with local audiences.
In addition, some of these experts are also

prepared to host visits to their lab or clinic,
speak with the media, or advise younger
colleagues or students. These 212 experts
include four past-presidents of APA, several
textbook authors, some of the leaders of U.S.
and international psychology, and six of the
22 Distinguished Members of Psi Chi:
Drew Appleby (Indiana), John Cacioppo
(Illinois), Florence Denmark (New York),
Diane Halpern (California), Duane
Rumbaugh (Colorado), Harold Takooshian
(New York). To download a PDF of this free

list, simply check the the website,
www.internationalpsychology.net/speakers
This PSYCHE network—Psychology
Speakers You Can Hear Easily—was first
arranged in 2006 with an APA mini-grant.
It currently spans four APA divisions—1
(general), 2 (teaching), 21 (human factors),
52 (international)—and will expand to
include other APA divisions in 2011. It also
cooperates with other speaker networks,
including ROMEO for international speakers,
at www.apa.org/international

2010 Psi Chi/APA Convention










 Award winners and Society officers at APA in San
Diego, CA. Front row: Erin Cerasaro (Cal State, San
Bernardino), Elizabeth Dinh (San Diego State University,
CA), Aaron Haas and Christina Sinisi (Charleston Southern
University, SC), Elizabeth Fitchel (Xavier University, OH),
Dr. Harold Takooshian (Fordham University–Lincoln
Center, NY). Back row, Psi Chi Society officers: Drs. Susie
Amoto-Henderson (President-Elect), Michael Hall (Society
President), Martha Zlokovich (Executive Director), Randall
Osborne (Southwestern Regional Vice-President), Jason
Young (Eastern Regional Vice-President), Ngoc Bui (Western
Regional Vice-President), Eric Landrum (Rocky Mountain
Regional Vice-President), Maria Lavooy (Southestern
Regional Vice-President), Scott VanderStoep (2008-09
President), and Alvin Wang (Past-President).
 Dr. Alvin Wang with Psi Chi Frederick Howell Lewis
Distinguished Lecturer Hall “Skip” Beck and Gary Merritt (a
likely descendent of Little Albert) before the talk “Finding
Little Albert: Adventures in Our Journey to Watson’s Infant
Laboratory.”
 Michael C. Felix (Central Washington University) presents
his research poster at APA .
 Delaney Downer (San Diego State University, CA) accepts
a Psi Chi Research Award from Dr. Maria Lavooy.
 Nicole Swopes (University of Central Missouri) with
Dr. Michael Hall, during her poster presentation at APA.
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Chapter Activities

W

ith over 1,000
chapters, Psi Chi
members can make
a significant impact on their
communities. Let us know
what your chapter has been
doing and share your fundraiser ideas with others. See
submission information
listed below.
Submission deadlines*
Fall: June 15
Winter: October 15
Spring: December 15
Summer: February 15
* Reports received (postmarked) after the deadline will
appear in the next issue of Eye on Psi Chi.

Submission specifications
• Only activities that have already occurred
and are submitted in paragraph form will be
published.
• Do not send future plans, calendars, or
summarized lists.
• Limit reports to 250 words. If you wish to
report more extensively on a special activity,
series of programs, etc., contact the Central
Office at psichieye@psichi.org.
• Write your report in the third person rather
than the first person (e.g., “the chapter
sponsored” vs. “we sponsored”).
• Include full names, degrees, and titles of
speakers/leaders, their institutions, and
their topics.
• Report chapter events such as: discussions,
lectures, meetings, socials, fundraising
events, conventions, field trips, and honors
received by students, faculty members,
and/or the chapter.
• Report attempted solutions to chapter
problems—those that were effective and
those not so effective.
• Color photos are welcomed; the number
of photos per chapter is limited to two per
issue. Include accurate, typed captions.
Photos may be mailed (include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope for returned
photos) or emailed to psichieye@psichi.
org. For digital photos, email only highquality resolution images (600K) using a
5-or-higher megapixel camera. Do not send
digital printouts from a photo quality printer.
• Photographs and chapter reports submitted
to Eye on Psi Chi may be featured on our
website (www.psichi.org).

EAST
Fordham University at Lincoln Center (NY)
The Fordham-Lincoln Center chapter
had an active semester of 18 events in
spring 2010 starting February 1 with a
law/psychology tour of Bronx Supreme
Court and ending June 10 with an
alumni gathering, where Kathleen
Koltko-Rivera (president) showed her
new Powerpoint presentation on past
chapter events. These nonfunded events
were made possible by partnering with
local professional associations to offer
outstanding presenters at no cost to the
Fordham community and visitors. The
events include two trips to the United
Nations. The chapter made three trips to
conferences at the EPA, Hunter College,
and Pace University. The chapter held
seven practical workshops for students
and faculty on financial stress, eating

disorders, dress for success, student
disabilities, consciousness, and the
aging brain. A Psi-Chi-funded press
conference on “Reducing Student
Financial Stress” was covered by the mass
media, including CNN Money Matters.
Over 50 people attended a public
forum on “Urban Noise,” “The Future
of Forensic Psychology,” and “Was
Sigmund Freud a Determinist?”
Seventy people from as far as Moscow
visited a public forum on “The Legacy
of Stanley Milgram: 50 Years Later”
which was later published by APA.
At the Annual Psychology Honors
Colloquium and Tea, faculty and guests
heard eight honors students present
the findings of their year-long research.
Delilah Hutson-Ellenberg (president
of Fordham Psychology Association)
hosted a first-ever Skype dialog with
Aaron T. Beck (Distinguished Professor
at the University of Pennsylvania). At

 The psychology faculty and deans of the Fordham Graduate School of Education in
Manhattan who actively encourage Psi Chi at Fordham University at Lincoln Center (NY).
 At Fordham University at Rose Hill (NY), outstanding students were inducted into the
Society in the presence of family members.
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Fordham University at Rose Hill (NY)
The Fordham University at Rose Hill
Chapter ended the semester on April 28
with the induction of eight new members
in the presence of their families.
Members and their families viewed the
10-minute video on the mission of Psi
Chi and then heard Dr. Charles Lewis
of the Fordham Psychometrics Program
offer an inspiring message on applying
their skills for future success in whatever
career they choose. Based on students’
future plans within psychology, Dr.
Harold Takooshian circulated a new
checklist of the 35 graduate psychology
programs in greater New York. The
chapter expressed its deep thanks to



ABBREVIATIONS:
ACHS
Association of College Honor Societies
APA
American Psychological Association
APS
Association for Psychological Science
EPA
Eastern Psychological Association
MPA
Midwestern Psychological Association
NEPA
New England Psychological Association
RMPA Rocky Mountain Psychological Association
SEPA
Southeastern Psychological Association
SWPA Southwestern Psychological Association
WPA
Western Psychological Association
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the 10th Alumni Reunion, the chapter
was honored to salute two alumnae
with its “Outstanding Alumnus”
Award—educator Clotilde I. Dillon, and
businesswoman Emilia M. Stravitz.
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Maria Barbieri for her cooperation, and
webmaster James Behnke, who uploaded
some Rose Hill chapter activities on the
internet.
Lehman College (CUNY)
The chapter continued to be a positive
and productive presence on the campus
during the spring semester. The chapter
inducted 13 new and excited members
who, continuing with the tradition of
preceding members, enthusiastically
involved themselves in the chapter. The
chapter hosted panel discussions on
psychology as a major, preparing for
graduate school, managing finances,
and “What I Wish I Had Known”
featuring seniors and recent alumni.
In service, members walked with the
National Alliance on Mental Illness at
NAMIWalks NYC and raised $155. The
chapter also raised $166 for Haiti relief,
donated $120 and school supplies to a

local afterschool program, and made
a donation to the American Cancer
Society. Many chapter members attended
the EPA convention in March, with one
member, Christina Barbieri, presenting
her research. Five members presented
research at Lehman’s Research Day.
Christina Barbieri (vice-president)
designed chapter T-shirts. Lastly, 22
members graduated and will now be
moving on to either graduate school or
into the work force.
Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
The Psi Chi Undergraduate Research
Conference was held on April 26,
2010, and like the previous conference,
it was the highlight of the chapter’s
events for the year. As the third Psi Chi
undergraduate conference, there were a
wide variety of student, professor, and
alumni presentations. The conference
included 13 student invited talks

and 18 poster presentations from 57
students. The conference attracted
about 130 students including most of
the chapter’s current members as well
as a large number of students from the
Stockton Psychology Club. The induction
ceremony held at the conclusion of the
conference welcomed 42 new students.
The keynote speaker was Dr. Laura
Carlson (professor at the University
of Notre Dame). Dr. Carlson gave an
excellent talk entitled “Getting Lost”
which related to navigation in familiar
and new environments like malls,
hospitals, workplaces, and casinos, etc.
Students from all local colleges were
invited to participate including
University of Delaware, Rowan
University, The College of New Jersey,
Rutgers Camden, and the entire east
coast Psi Chi region of colleges. Along
with the guest speaker and other visitors
from Notre Dame, the conference also

had attendees from Farleigh Dickinson
University and an international visitor
from the University of Canterbury
in New Zealand. The conference
was a huge success and a great
opportunity for faculty and students
to interact in a positive event that
showcased psychological research at the
undergraduate level. The event would not
have been possible without the generous
financial support from Psi Chi. Each one
of the student presenters commented
that the conference was an excellent way
to refine their research ideas and gain
valuable presentation experience. The
chapter plans to continue holding this
event each year.
Saint Vincent College (PA)
In September and October, the chapter
held its major fundraiser, a Halloween
treat bag sale. Parents of freshmen and
psychology majors could purchase







 Lehman College (CUNY) Psi Chi induction ceremony.
 Members of Lehman College (CUNY) participate in
the NAMI Walks in New York City; from left: Jatnna De
la Cruz, Dana Miller, Christina Barbieri, Letricia Brown,
Izamar Capellan, and Jennifer Alcón.
 Lehman College (CUNY) officers, from left: Christina
Barbieri, Willa Ivory, Letricia Brown, Dr. Vincent Prohaska,
Dana Miller, Nicole Davy, and Jennifer Alcón.
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a large Trick-or-Treat bag that was
delivered to their student on Halloween.
Chapter members stuffed over 100 bags,
which contained items such as candy,
snacks, drinks, and school supplies.
The fall semester ended with a service
project for Saint Anne Home, a local
assisted-living facility. Each member of
Psi Chi was assigned a resident of Saint
Anne Home and purchased a gift from
the residents’ wish lists. All of the gifts
were delivered before Christmas, and
the chapter members were delighted
to be able to bring Christmas cheer to
the residents. On April 14–17, eight Psi
Chi members traveled to Denver for
the RMPA convention; three senior Psi
Chi members presented their research
theses and one junior presented his
joint research project with a senior
Psi Chi member and advisor, Dr.
Mark Rivardo. Psi Chi also created
a T-shirt representative of the Saint



Vincent Psychology Department, with a
psychology-related saying on the back.
The proceeds that were raised will go
toward a local shelter or charity. The final
project was a drive to collect donations
for the Blackburn Center, a local shelter
for women and children who are victims
of domestic abuse and sexual assault. Psi
Chi members purchased and collected
items such as diapers, sheets, phone
cards, and other items that are of great
necessity to these women and children.
Southern Connecticut State University
The chapter inducted 113 new members
on May 13, 2010. Dr. Cheryl Durwin
gave a presentation of her research on
the use of word families in promoting
reading skills among kindergartners.
Following the ceremony, Psi Chi and
Psychology Club celebrated their joint
accomplishments at a reception for
family and friends.

Westfield State College (MA)
The chapter began the year by partnering
up with a local first grade class to make
and send holiday greeting cards for
children staying in the local Shriner’s
Hospital over the holidays. In the fall,
six members attended the NEPA annual
convention.
The chapter was quite active in the
spring semester. Through its Annual
Feed the Families food drive, members
collected almost 200 pounds of food
and $35 in donations for the Westfield
Food Pantry. Three members were
able to attend the EPA convention in
March, and, upon their return, held a
pizza selling fundraiser to begin making
money for next year. In early April, the
chapter held its elections for next year’s
officers.
The biggest event was the chapter
induction ceremony, which took place
on April 25. In an attempt to make the
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chapter more visible and to honor its
inductees, members were given blue
and yellow beads to wear during the
week before the ceremony. The officers
and the faculty advisor wore beads, too.
This year, the chapter had its event at an
off-campus restaurant. The waitpersons
walking around serving delicious hot
hors d’oevres on trays made the event
very special. The psychology department
sponsored the event by providing
funding for the food. Over 100 people
were in attendance, including 10 faculty
members. The speaker was an alumna
of Westfield State College who spoke to
members about his interesting career
journey, from undergraduate to police
chief to college professor. The event was
well-received by parents and the chapter
decided to continue inviting Psi Chi
alumni to return and tell their stories at
our inductions.

Chapter Activities

MIDWEST
Ashland University (OH)
The chapter of Psi Chi cohosted (with
Psychology Club and the psychology
department) a colloquium by Dr. Gary
Lewandowski (associate professor at
Monmouth University, NJ) entitled
“Casting Light on the Darkness of
Dissolution: Endings, Beginnings, and
Wanderings.” Additionally, at their final
meeting of the spring semester, the
members elected Courtney Long to the
office of chapter president and Holly
Frederick to the office of secretarytreasurer for the 2010-11 academic year.
Eastern Michigan University
Over the course of the last year, the
Psi Chi chapter participated in local
charities and fundraisers to help feed the
homeless, raise awareness of depression,

and prevent suicide. The chapter
also held weekly meetings to educate
students on topics such as how to get
into graduate school, what the difference
is between a PsyD and a PhD, various
career paths in the field of psychology,
and graduate record examination (GRE)
preparation. The chapter experienced
record growth in Psi Chi applications
due to a hard-working team of officers.
The chapter’s efforts were recognized
by the university when the chapter,
the faculty advisor, the president, and
additional officers were nominated for
honorable university awards. The chapter
is thankful to all faculty advisors, officers,
members, and university professors in
the psychology department for making
the last 12 months such a success!
Friends University (KS)
Thanks to the helpful officers’ transition
meeting last May, the Psi Chi officers

hit the ground running in the fall.
Throughout the fall and spring semester,
the Executive Committee met bi-monthly
to plan events. Throughout the year,
members involved themselves in a
variety of fundraisers. The chapter
participated in a community service
activity cooking dinner once a month at
the Anthony Family Shelter. The chapter
was involved in campus events including
the homecoming parade student
government-sponsored events, club
fairs, and the Christmas Tree Decorating
Contest. The chapter also sponsored its
own campus events: lectures, the annual
coat drive, and many other activities.
In November, the psychology
department hosted the annual
PERK Convention (Association for
Psychological & Educational Research
in Kansas). Members were privileged to
have Dr. Keith Stanovich (University of
Toronto, Canada) provide the keynote



address. Chapter members presented
papers and served as committee chairs
and volunteers. Four chapter members
also presented their senior research
projects at the Great Plains Students’
Psychology Convention at Missouri
Western State University. In April,
members volunteered at the Psych Fair.
This year, 280 students from high schools
from the Wichita metro area attended.
On April 18, the chapter held its annual
spring induction. Twenty-nine new
members were inducted including three
transfer students. Many Psi Chi members
participated in the university-wide
annual awards ceremony. Finally the
academic year ended with the traditional
Friends vs. Newman “not quite annual”
PsiQ Academic Quiz Bowl where both
Friends University teams came out
on top: the Confounding Variables
(first place) and the Standard Deviants
(second place).

 Keara Fiorentino (incoming president), and
Danielle Servideo (outgoing vice-president) of
Westfield State College cohosted the spring
induction ceremony.
 The Westfield State College (MA) Psi
Chi Chapter induction of April 2010: officers,
members, and new inductees, pose with
Dr. Stanley Jackson (psychology department
chair, front row, left) with Dr. Susan E. Dutch,
faculty advisor.
 Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
Psi Chi members attend the Undergraduate
Research Conference.
 Ryan Correll became a Psi Chi member
at the Richard Stockton College of New
Jersey’s induction ceremony held after the
Undergraduate Research Conference.
 Psi Chi members of Marian University (WI)
are all smiles after finishing their presentations
at the Butler Undergraduate Research
Conference. Back row, from left: Will Roush,
Molly Stephens, Kaleigh Nelson, and Greg
Stimler; front row: Brittany Jackson, Dr. Faye
Craig, and Ian Servaas.
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Loras College (IA)
The chapter of Psi Chi participated
in the International Brain Awareness
Week festivities by visiting local
school children in K-8 grades. Loras
students presented fun facts about the
brain and created engaging activities
to demonstrate principles of brain
functioning. In addition, Psi Chi
organized a research night where
psychology students presented ongoing
research projects to students, faculty,
and staff. This year topics included
learning and memory, music therapy,
brain education, and Autism. As always,
the chapter joined with other campus
programs for a fall food drive and a
holiday giving tree event.
Marian University (WI)
The chapter encouraged its members to
be active in community service this year.
Members of Psi Chi and the Psychology

Club participated in many rewarding
projects. A raffle was organized to raise
money for Gleaners Food Bank and
many prizes donated by local businesses
made this event a huge success. Psi Chi
members participated in a 5K Give
Thanks walk to raise money for St.
Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital in
November and in the Komen Race for
the Cure 5K walk in April. To brighten
the holiday seasons, students organized
a Christmas party for families in a
homeless shelter and in April, they
distributed Easter baskets to children in
a domestic violence shelter.
In addition to the service activities,
the chapter held an induction ceremony
and reception to welcome seven new
members. The chapter also hosted a
talk entitled “The Kinsey Institute:
Its History and Current Sexuality
Research” presented by David Goodrich
(research associate at the institute).

Six senior Psi Chi members presented
their independent research projects
at the Butler Undergraduate Research
Conference. Finally, to encourage fun
and bonding among students and faculty,
several informal social gatherings were
held including partaking in a traditional
African-Jamaican dinner.
Missouri Western State University
The semester kicked off with a strike
with students bowling at a local alley.
However, with little time for play, the
local chapter got to work by helping
with an on-campus service project, the
Applied Learning Conference. Students
volunteered their time by assisting
with brochure stuffing and working the
registration table. The next weeks were
spent diligently working to plan the 30th
Annual Great Plains Student Psychology
Convention which was held on Missouri
Western State University’s campus.

Students worked the registration, sold
T-shirts, moderated sessions, and helped
professors organizing judges and awards.
The semester also included the induction
of nine new members, two of which
were graduate students—a first time
experience for the chapter. Dr. Jeremiah
Still was the invited speaker and he spoke
about his experience and knowledge in
the field of human factors.
To relax a bit, students enjoyed some
social down time by celebrating April
Fool’s Day at a local bowling alley. End
of the semester planning began with
elections for four new officers of the Psi
Chi chapter. After a wonderful past year,
the students’ hard work was rewarded
by winning not only Missouri Western’s
Organization of the Year Award but also
Psi Chi’s regional Model Chapter Award.
The semester concluded by having an
end of the semester awards picnic to
recognize outstanding students,



 Psi Chi Chapter of Ashbury University (KY).
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advisors, and graduating seniors and
pass on the chapter legacy at the officer
induction.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Mesa State College (CO)
This year was all about community
service at the Mesa State College
Chapter. The chapter sponsored and
organized a large campus cookout for
suicide awareness and prevention in
September, feeding and informing 400
students. The chapter also organized
a number of great talks fall semester;
the student favorite was the Halloween
meeting where they heard presentations
about serial killers. Spring semester
included a number of veteran and
military support service projects,
including Operation Interdependence,
which sends care packages to troops

overseas, and valentines for veterans.
For the regional conference (RMPA),
the chapter organized an Operation
Interdependence community service
project with the Metro State University
of Denver (CO) Psi Chi Chapter, so that
conference attendees could make care
packages and write letters to the troops.
Over 200 care packages and letters were
completed.

SOUTHEAST
Asbury University (KY)
Chapter members of Psi Chi, along with
some of their peers in an experimental
psychology course, attended the
spring 2010 Kentucky Psychological
Association Academic Conference. Most
of the students worked in teams and
presented posters of their own original
research. Psi Chi members who attended





this conference included Elizabeth
Lloyd, Andrea Ritchie, Mary Peterson,
Christine Shafer, Kensi Techau, and
Katie Rider. They were accompanied by
two faculty members: Drs. Janet Dean
(chapter advisor) and Gay Holcomb.
Francis Marion University (SC)
In September 2009, three new officers
were elected to lead the chapter of
Psi Chi: Sarah Morrison (president),
Kristin Reynolds (vice-president), and
Megan Lowder (secretary/treasurer).
The chapter held its annual induction
ceremony on April 21, 2010. At this
ceremony, 14 new members were
inducted.
Stetson University (FL)
During the 2009-10 academic year,
the members of Psi Chi organized
three fundraisers to benefit charities.
In the fall, they sold cookies and pins

to raise money for the Sidran Institute,
a nonprofit organization devoted to
helping people who have experienced
traumatic life events. In conjunction with
the fundraiser, Dr. Donald Sanz, a local
clinician, gave a lecture on posttraumatic
stress disorder. In the spring, Psi Chi
members sold bracelets that read,
“love who you are” to raise money for
the Alliance for Eating Disorders. A
highlight of the week-long fundraiser
was the lecture by Dr. Anita Sanz, also a
local clinician, on eating disorders. The
chapter then partnered with Co-Sign, a
biology student group, to promote Brain
Awareness Week (BAW). Together, the
two groups distributed brain literature
as well as sold cookies and brain erasers
to raise money for the Dana Alliance
for Brain Initiatives. As a part of BAW,
the Psi Chi chapter also hosted a
lecture on psychomotor stimulant use
by Dr. Camille Tessitore King (faculty









 Mesa State College (CO) Psi Chi Chapter at RMPA.
 Psi Chi members of University of Illinois at Chicago at the Spring 2010
Matchmaker event where researchers pair up with undergraduate students to become
research assistants on campus. Every semester the chapter hosts this event to promote
research in the field of psychology and psychiatry.
 Psi Chi members of Easter Michigan University.
 The University of Mary Washington (VA) Psi Chi Chapter held a candlelight
ceremony for the spring 2010 inductees.
 Psi Chi members of Easter Michigan University at the Psychology Club/Psi Chi
Halloween Bake Sale.
 Friends University (KS) Chapter students and faculty at the Great Plains Students’
Psychology Convention awards luncheon. Back row: Andrea DuBois, Kelsey Fleet, Dr. Bill
Allan (advisor), Lacy Adams, and Autumn Brown. Front row: April Chandler, Ann Yousef,
and Dr. Donna Stuber (advisor).
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advisor). Throughout the year, members
volunteered their services as tutors for
students in psychology classes. Of note,
five Psi Chi members took a road trip in
March to present their senior research
projects at SEPA. The two main social
events of the year were the Coffee & a
Movie Night at which Me, Myself, and
Irene was shown, followed by a faculty
led discussion by Dr. Richard Kindred
(chair of the psychology department);
and the always entertaining Psi Chi
induction ceremony and dinner.
University of Alabama in Huntsville
The chapter of Psi Chi is proud to report
another exciting year full of events. In
the chapter’s goal to host a variety of
social, educational, and service oriented
events, it was able to boost member
participation while also promoting the
ideals of its charter. As in years past, the
chapter coordinated with the American

Red Cross to host two campus-wide
blood drives—one in January and
another in June, 2010. Also keeping
with tradition, an informational lecture
was hosted on how to get into graduate
programs in psychology, as well as a
question and answer session with current
graduate students to give prospective
applicants another perspective on
the experience. Psi Chi members also
hosted other psychology students for the
psychology department’s semiannual
bowling party. These bowling outings
have become increasingly popular
with 30 to 40 students attending each
semester. Bringing the year to a close,
family and friends gathered at the formal
induction ceremony, in which six new
members were welcomed to the chapter.
In all of its activities throughout the
year, the chapter strives to increase Psi
Chi’s presence on campus, serve its
community, and enhance students’ time



spent at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
University of Mary Washington (VA)
The chapter had an action-packed
semester from winning the Regional
Chapter Award to organizing events
such as the career forum, where four
professionals in psychology-related fields
came to discuss their vocations. Another
important event the chapter planned
was the spring induction ceremony,
where 20 new members were welcomed
to Psi Chi. The new inductees enjoyed
the members putting on a playful
rendition of Aristotle’s “Platonic Myth,”
after which the new members enjoyed
refreshments and congratulations from
the faculty members. The officers also
organized the second annual potluck
dinner, where members were invited
to gather and socialize while eating
chili and an assortment of other foods.





   Psi Chi Chapter members of Belmont University (TN).
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The dinner provided a means for
members to become more involved in
the chapter’s activities. In addition, the
chapter organized GRE preparatory
sessions, which gave students the
opportunity to learn more about the
math, verbal, and psychology sections
on the GRE. Aside from planning
events, the chapter provided a monetary
donation to the Hope House, a shelter
for homeless women and children in
Fredericksburg, as well as a donation to
Mary Washington’s Topher Bill
psychology scholarship.
The main activity of the semester
was coordinating the annual Psi Chi
Symposium, which included two
days of student presentations. The
keynote speaker, Dr. Kelly Lambert,
presented her research with animals
and the neurobiological components
that contribute to their parenting. The
symposium was a high success and

Chapter Activities

everyone involved enjoyed plenty of
good food as well as the memorable
experience of presenting their research!

SOUTHWEST
Austin College (TX)
The chapter inducted 33 new members
over the year and elected officers Sarah
Gilbert (president), Crystal Grove (vicepresident), Lily Tran (secretary), Merrit
O’Boyle (treasurer), and Courtney
Converse (installation officer).
Our Lady of the Lake University (TX)
The Psi Chi chapter held a clothing
and school supplies drive for the San
Antonio Children’s Shelter. The chapter
also enjoyed a holiday party with the
children and watched The Jungle Book
and ate popcorn with them in the
spring.



WEST
Central Washington University
The chapter of Psi Chi hosted several
events in 2009-10 including four
sponsored talks by faculty in the
department on “How to Get Into Grad
School”, “Relationships—How to Get
a Date”, “The Psychology of Horror
Movies”, and “The Psychology of
Astrology.” Members participated in the
campus Safe Halloween for Children
Event: Boo Central, and they sponsored
a child for the holidays as part of their
service learning components. Seven
Psi Chi members attended WPA and
one attended RMPA. The chapter
initiated 17 new members and installed
graduate student Sam Haghighi as the
2010-11 chapter president at the 20th
Annual Psychology Department Awards
Ceremony and Honor Society Initiations.

Hawaii Pacific University
In April, the Hawaii Pacific University
(HPU) chapter held its second Hawaii
Psychological Association Student
Research Dinner on campus. The chapter
also held its 4th Annual Hawaii Pacific
University Psychology Conference
and Awards Dinner Banquet. This
event brings together the students and
faculty of area universities for a day of
expert speakers, faculty and student
research presentations and posters,
information tables, networking and
socializing with each other. This year,
members welcomed the eminent social
psychologist, Dr. Elaine Hatfield, and her
husband and collaborator Dr. Richard
Rapson, as its keynote speakers, who
gave a talk entitled “Passionate Love
and Sexual Desire: Cross-Cultural and
Historical Perspectives.” Other speakers
included Drs. Melba Stetz, Richard Ries, Sgt.
Christopher Myers, Mr. Gerald Reardon,

Mr. Joseph Barrientos (director of Career
Services), Dr. Edward Kinghorn,
Dr. Susan Watson, Ms. Emy Willis, and
Mr. Bernie Ostrowski. Students, faculty,
and guests enjoyed a complimentary
dinner afterwards and several
outstanding students were recognized for
their academic, scholarly, and university
and community service. This conference
was partly funded by a generous Psi Chi
Undergraduate Psychology Research
Conference Grant.
The chapter held its annual spring
induction ceremony for new members
at the beginning of its 4th psychology
conference. Dr. Brian Metcalf (faculty
advisor) and student officers conducted
the formal ritual and welcomed new
members. Because the chapter was
unable to hold a formal induction
ceremony in the fall, it also inducted the
new members from last semester at the
ceremony.
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Dr. Rivka B. Meir (APA Division of International Psychology) with Professor
Alexander Voronov (State Academic University of Humanities in Moscow) who
visited the U.S. to present his research at a Fordham University symposium
to mark the 50th anniversary of Stanley Milgram’s historic experiments on
obedience. Professor Voronov was impressed to learn about the history and
mission of Psi Chi from Dr. Meir, and offered to help form the first Psi Chi
chapter in Russia





 Psi Chi at Concordia
University, Portland (OR),
inducted seven new members on
April 10, 2010.
 Keynote speaker, Dr. Elaine
Hatfield with David Begg (chapter
president) of the Hawaii Pacific
University Chapter of Psi Chi.
 The new members (fall 2009
and spring 2010), officers, and
faculty of the Hawaii Pacific
University Chapter flash the
traditional Hawaiian “shaka”
celebrating the induction of
new members into its “ohana”
(family) with aloha during the 4th
Annual Hawaii Pacific University
Psychology Conference.
 Psi Chi members of Hawaii
Pacific University attend the
second HPA Student Research
Dinner.
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PSI CHI

International
Merchandise

now available
online at
www.psichi.org

81 years
and growing!

For Psi Chi, this means that we need to broaden the scope of
our mission to embrace students and colleagues regardless of geography.
The time is right for Psi Chi to sit at the global table and join the
transnational discourse on psychology! (Wang, 2010)

Spread the Word. PSI CHI is going global.

